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Abstract
89Y MAS NMR has been used to study the effects of substitution for Cu in 
YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7 (M-V,Fe,Co,Ni,Zn,Al and Ga) and YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og (M-Zn 
and Fe). Substituted YBa2(Cu1_xMjt)30 7 and YBa^Cuj.yMy^Og samples have been 
characterized by means of XRD and A.C. susceptibility measurements.
For YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7, a different behaviour is observed for the 
substitutions (Fe.Co.Al and Ga) which go into the chain site and change the structure 
to tetragonal, compared to the other substitutions (Ni and Zn). For chain site 
substitutions the room temperature shift increases linearly with concentration and the 
relaxation rate decreases whilst the shifts become more positive with decreasing 
temperature. For these chain site substitutions, changes in 89Y chemical shift have 
provided evidence for the existence o f a true O -T  transition. For these substitutions 
the shift and relaxation appear to obey a Korringa relation and the reduction in Tc 
is correlated with the change in shift indicating that suppression of Tc is due to the 
changes in N(EF). A similar tem perature dependence of shift for chain site 
substituted samples with similar Tcs suggests that the Tc is related to the spin 
susceptibility in the C u02 planes. Plane site substitutions have only a small effect 
on the shift,whilst increasing the relaxation rate at room temperature. The increased 
relaxation rate indicates that some form o f magnetic scattering is produced by these 
substitutions and this combined with the small changes in shift and with the 
correlation between the reduction in Tc and the change in relaxation rate indicates 
that magnetic effects rather than hole doping are the cause of the reduction in Tc. In 
addition, MAS NMR data for 51V and 27A1 in V and A1 substituted YBa^u-jO-j are 
presented. Both the 89Y behaviour and 51V data suggest that vanadium substitutes 
on the chain sites even though the structure remains orthorhombic.
In the case of Fe and Zn substitution for Cu in YBa2(Cut_yMy)40 8 a rapid 
decrease in Tc has been obtained. For Fe, as the dopant concentration increases, a 
nearly Korringa like behaviour has been observed, at room temperature, with an 
increase in shift and a decrease in relaxation rate. Zn substitution caused only a very 
small change in shift but an increase in relaxation rate. As was found for the plane 
site substituted YBa2(CuI_xMx)30 7, this rapid increase in relaxation rate is again an 
indication for the existence of fluctuating magnetic fields. The correlation between 
T t~ ' and Tc with Zn substitution suggests that magnetic effects are responsible for 
the rapid decrease in Tc. 89Y NMR data for YBa2Cu40 8 doped with Zn and Fe 
combined with that for YBa2Cu30 7 doped with Zn and Fe have suggested that Zn 
occupies the Cu(2) site and Fe substitutes into both Cu(l) and Cu(2) sites.
xiv
Chapter 1. Introduction.
1.1. Introduction to Superconductivity.
Superconductivity is the total disappearance of the electrical resistance as the 
material is cooled below a certain temperature called the transition temperature, Tc. 
The superconducting state is a phase of a superconductor as ice is a phase of water.
In 1911 the phenomenon of superconductivity was first discovered by 
Kamerling Onnes who liquefied helium in 1908. He found that the electrical 
resistance of mercury abruptly vanishes when it is cooled down to 4.2K.
The discovery o f the Meissner effect by Meissner and Ochsenfeld in 1933 
showed that a superconductor is not just an ideal conductor, but also a perfect 
diamagnet. They found that the magnetic field lines are expelled from (the inside of) 
a superconductor in the superconducting state. A theoretical description of these two 
anomalous behaviours based on the two fluid model, namely; zero resistance and 
Meissner effect was first achieved by the F. and H. London brothers in 1933.
In 1930 it was suggested(1) that superconductivity is connected with the 
interaction between the electrons and lattice vibrations. The microscopic theory of 
superconductivity was established by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer in 1957(2) and 
is now called BCS theory. Historical reviews on superconductivity can be found 
eisewhere(3).
The basic principle o f the BCS theory is based on the existence of a pair of 
electrons, called a Cooper pair, whose energy is lower than that of two individual 
electrons. It is assumed that there is an attractive interaction (larger than the 
repulsive Coulomb interaction) between these two electrons. In BCS type
1
superconductors a gap appears in the density of states centred about the Fermi 
energy in the superconducting state. In the BCS theory the transition temperature and 
the energy gap Eg are expressed a s ^
£f -4>i0) ce
( 1. 1)
( 1.2)
Where N(Ep), hd)c and V are the density of normal state electrons at the Fermi level, 
the phonon energy and electron electron attractive potential, respectively, n* is the 
coulomb interaction pseudopotential given as;
H' (1.3)
with a Coulomb constant p«<Vc>N(EF). From the equations 1.1 and 1.2, the ratio 
between the energy gap and the critical temperature is given by
(1.4)
2
In the superconducting state as a result of a gap in the electronic density of 
states there exists an electronic specific heat different from that of a normal metal. 
BCS theory predicts that at the transition temperature there is a jump in the specific
heat proportional to Tc given by(5)
(1.5)
Where AC=Cs-Cn and Cn=yTc. The subscripts s and n refer to the superconducting 
and normal states respectively.
The Ginsburg-London parameter is defined as k=A/£. W here X and t, are 
penetration depth and coherence length, respectively. The penetration depth is the 
distance into a  superconducting material where 1/e of the external dc magnetic field 
penetrates. The coherence length is the average separation between two electrons 
which form a  Cooper pair. The Ginsburg-London parameter is used to classify 
superconductors as type I or type D:
The basic characteristic properties of superconductivity can be summarized 
as follows:
(a) Zero resistivity: capability of carrying current with absolutely no
*4 W l
( 1.6)
s
resistance.
(b) The transition temperature: below which the superconducting state is 
entered.
(c) Perfect diamagnetism or Meissner effect: in the superconducting state, the 
exclusion of magnetic fields from the sample.
(d) Critical magnetic field and critical current: superconductivity can be 
destroyed by either a large enough magnetic field H>HC or a large enough current 
density J>JC. Hc and Jc are called critical magnetic field and critical current density, 
respectively. In type n  superconductors , two critical magnetic fields exist namely; 
the f irst (Hcl) and the second (Hc2). The region between these fields is called the 
m ixed state in which the magnetic field partially penetrates into the material. This 
partial penetration forms a flux lattice with superconducting regions between the flux 
lines. Magnetization curves for the two types of superconductors are illustrated in 
fig.1.1.
1.2. High Tc Superconductivity.
1.2.1. General Introduction.
The discovery of a superconducting copper oxide (La,Ba)2Cu04 with a Tc of 
35 K  in 1986 by Bednorz and MUller*6* started a new era in the study of 
superconductivity. After their work many new high Tc superconductors were found. 
In table 1.1 some of these high Tc superconductors are listed with their Tc values 
and the year of the discovery. Because their Tc values are much higher than that of 
old superconductors, they are called high Tc superconductors. Before 1986, the 
recorded highest Tc was 23.2 K for Nb3Ge superconductor*7,8*. At the present time
4
(a)
Fig. 1.1. Magnetization curves for (a) the type I and (b) the type II superconductors.
5

the highest Tc is 125 K for the 'n 2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 superconductor. Some other oxide 
(e.g. Baj_xKxB i0 3(9)) and fullerene (e.g.Cs2Rb,C60(,0)) superconductors with 
TC>20K have been discovered. They are also considered as high Tc superconductors.
All the copper oxide superconductors have perovskite-like structures*5,11* with 
the existence of C u 0 2 planes being a distinctive characteristic in all of them. It is 
now believed that superconductivity occurs in these planes. The crystal structure of 
these high Tc superconductors is given elsewhere*4,12*.
It appears that all high Tc copper oxide superconductors are related to an 
insulating antiferromagnetic phase. As an example, YBa2Cu30 6 is the 
antiferromagnetic phase o f Y B a ^ ^ O ; .  In YBa2Cu30 6 doping with the oxygen 
removes the electrons from  the copper oxygen planes, leaving behind holes. Then 
the holes make the C u 0 2 layers metallic and superconducting. Apart from 
Nd2_xCexC u04 in table 1, in all of these high Tc copper oxides the charge carriers 
are holes. They all are type II superconductors.
The normal state properties of high Tc superconductors are anomalous in 
many ways such as a linear temperature dependence of the resistivity and 
temperature dependent Hall coefficient. Therefore an explanation of normal state 
properties of these high Tc superconductors is required in order to develop a theory 
for the high Tc superconductivity.
1.2.2. YBa2Cu30 7_8 and YBa2Cu4Os.
The discovery o f YBa2Cu30 7_g superconductor(13) was significant because 
its Tc (92K) is higher than the boiling point of nitrogen (77K). YBa2Cu30 7_6 is the 
most studied among the high Tc copper oxide superconductors. Sometimes it is also
7

called "Y123". It is orthorhombic if 8<0.6 and the lattice parameters for 5=0 are 
a=3.827, b=3.882 c= 11.682 A. The crystal structure for this phase is shown in 
fig.l.2*14) and the positions of the atoms are given in table. 1.2®. As seen from the 
structure (fig. 1.2) Cu has two sites: namely; C u(l) chain site (CuO) and Cu(2) plane 
site (C u02) with one Cu(l) and two Cu(2) sites in a unit cell. The Y atom sits at the 
centre of the unit cell between the C u 0 2 planes.
The oxygen stoichiometry is not stable, thus 5 in YBa2Cu30 7_8 can take any 
value between 0 and 1. As a result of this, the structure and superconductivity are 
sensitive to the oxygen stoichiometry. The phase diagram of this compound is shown 
in fig.l.3*15). For 0<5<0.6, the compound is superconducting, orthorhombic and 
metallic but for 0.6<5<1, it has a tetragonal structure and is semiconducting and 
antiferromagnetic. The reduction in oxygen content (in 5) is due to oxygen depletion 
in the CuO chains.
The first evidence for the existence of YBa2Cu4Og came from  the electron 
microscopy study of lattice defects in YBa2Cu30 7_5(16). Later it was prepared as a 
bulk superconductor by several research groups using a high oxygen pressure*17,18) 
and finally under one atmosphere pressure*l9). The crystal structure o f this compound 
was determined by X-ray diffraction*20). YBa2Cu4Og has a Tc of 80K. As shown in 
Fig.l.4*21), the crystal structure of this compound is closely related to YBa2Cu30 7_8 
having an additional CuO chain. The existence of additional CuO chains results in 
a much longer c lattice parameter and thermally stable oxygen content The lattice 
parameters o f  YBa2Cu4Og are a=3.8364 b=3.8635 c=27.2083A (chapter 3). The 
positions o f  the atoms in YBa2Cu4Og are provided in table 1.3*22). Since YBa2Cu4Og
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Tabic 1.2. The positions of the atoms in YBa2Cu30 7_g(5).
Atom X y z
Y 0.5 0.5 0.5
Ba 0.5 0.5 ±0.1854
C u(l) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cu(2) 0.0 0.0 ±0.3555
0(1) 0.0 0.5 0.0
0(2 ) 0.5 0.0 ±0.3781
0(3) 0.0 0.5 ±0.3790
0(4) 0.0 0.0 ±0.1568
Table 1.3. The positions of the atoms in YBa2Cu4Og(22).
Atom X y z
Y 0.5 0.5 0.0
Ba 0.5 0.5 ±0.13485
C u(l) 0.0 0.0 ±0.21328
Cu(2) 0.0 0.0 ±0.06153
CHD 0.0 0.5 ±0.21802
0(2) 0.5 0.0 ±0.05262
0(3) 0.0 0.5 ±0.05240
0(4) 0.0 0.0 ±0.14527
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Fig. 1.3. The phase diagram of YBa2Cu30 7_5(,5\
Fig. 1.4. The crystal structure of YBa2Cu40 R<21\
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is stable in terms of oxygen content and structure, the experimental results are not 
effected either by oxygen stoichiometry or by the structural transition contrary to 
YBljCujO,.,.
1.2.3. Substitution for Copper in YBujCujO^g and YBa2Cu4Og.
Substitution for Cu in YBa2Cu307_g was first carried out with the aim  of 
increasing Tc as with other substitution studies. But now the main aim is to study 
the mechanism of high Tc superconductivity. It was found that the Tc was reduced 
with different substitutions for Cu in YBa2Cu30 7 _g (for data see chapter 4).
There have been many studies by different research groups on the effect of 
substitution for Cu in YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_g (M -Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, A1 
and Ga)(23-273. Structural effects have been studied by using X-ray diffraction(23_26) 
and neutron diffraction*24,26,283. It was found that substitution of Fe, Co, AI and Ga 
causes a structural change from orthorhombic to tetragonal for about 2-3% of 
substituent*24,263. Site occupancies have been investigated by using neutron 
diffraction24-26-28- 353, EXAFS*32,36,373 and Mdssbauer spectroscopy*26,38“403. There 
have been disagreements about the site preference of a particular substituent, but it 
has been agreed by most research groups that Co(26,31,36), Al(26'413 and Ga*243 
substitute for the C u(l) site whereas Ni*33-343 goes onto the Cu(2) site. In the case 
of Fe, most substitution occurs onto the C u(l) site although at higher concentrations 
Fe substitutes on both sites*35,36,42,433. For Zn the situation is still controversial with 
the balance of opinion seeming to favour substitution on the Cu(2) site*24,32,34’443. 
Discussions in detail on substitution effects are given in chapter 4  together with 
NMR results.
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It was reported that 10% Ca substitution on the Y site in YBajC^O g 
increases the Tc to 90K(45) and Y can be replaced by the rare earth metals with small 
changes in Tc*18).
Because of the difficulties in preparation of YBa2Cu4Og, there have been 
only a few studies on substitution for Cu*21*46-52). These showed that T . »  
YBa2Cu40 8 is very sensitive to the substitution for Cu. For example, for both Zn 
and Fe substitutions the reduction rate in Tc is 20-23K/% (see chapter 5). It seems 
that Zn substitution does not make any change in the crystal structure whereas in the 
case of Fe substitution the structure eventually becomes tetragonal at around 5% 
substitution (see Chapter 5). Site occupancies and other effects of Zn and Fe 
substitutions are discussed in chapter 5 by comparing our 89Y NMR results with the 
results of other techniques.
1.3. Introduction to NMR.
NMR involves the transitions between magnetic energy levels of nuclei 
separated by a magnetic field. NMR was first performed in 1946 by Purcell and his 
colleagues*53* in paraffin wax and by Bloch and his co-workers in liquid water*54*, 
independently. They were both awarded the 1952 Nobel price for their discovery.
In 1949 it was observed by Knight*55* that the resonance frequency of a given 
nucleus in a metal is shifted with respect to its frequency in a non-metal. This is due 
to an additional effect from the interaction between the conduction electrons and the 
nucleus and is called the Knight shift. Knight shift effects have been widely used to 
study the electronic and magnetic properties of metallic specimens (for a review see 
references 56-58). A detailed theoretical description of the Knight shift is given in
14
section 2.2.3.
It has been found (in 1950) that the resonance frequency of a particular 
nucleus depends on its chemical environment*59-61*. As a result of the discovery of 
this effect called the chemical shift (see section 2.2.2), NMR became a powerful 
technique for studying chemical compounds. The chemical shift is usually smaller 
than the Knight shift
Solid state NMR has been applied to the study of superconductivity before 
(section 1.4) and after (section 1.5) the discovery of high Tc superconductivity.
1.4. NMR and Superconductivity.
It is well known that NMR has played a significant role in understanding the 
mechanism of low Tc superconductors and thus confirming BCS theory. The spin 
lattice relaxation rate has a sharp peak just below the transition temperature in 
conventional superconductors as first measured by Hebei and Slichter*62* in 
superconducting aluminum. They found that their experimental results were 
consistent with the calculations based on the coherence effect of the BCS theory*63*. 
The observation of this peak called the coherence peak or the Hebel-Slichter peak 
confirmed BCS theory in the old superconductors. Another feature o f the spin lattice 
relaxation rate consistent with the BCS theory is that it decreases exponentially at 
low temperatures ( T « T C) as given by
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The electronic susceptibility in the superconducting state is measured by 
means of the Knight shift in an NMR experiment. The temperature dependence of 
the Knight shift in the superconducting state for BCS superconductors was first given 
by Yoshida(64). But the experimental Knight shift data in superconducting mercury 
colloids presented by Reif*65) was in contradiction with Yoshida theory. Therefore 
a simple modification was made in Yoshida theory(66,67). For more detailed 
information on the magnetic resonance studies of conventional superconductors the 
reader is referred to the general review by M acLaughW 68).
1.5. A Brief Review of the NMR Studies of High Tc Superconductors.
In the previous section, the significant contribution of NMR for establishing 
the BCS theory has been discussed. In this section, NMR studies on high Tc 
superconductors (concentrating on Y B a jC ^ O ^ j and YBa2Cu40 8) are reviewed.
The experimental studies on high Tc superconductors using different 
techniques showed that these new superconductors are very unusual. It was believed 
that NMR was one o f the most important tools for the study of high Tc 
superconductors. During the last six years there have been many NMR and NQR 
studies of 139La, 89Y, 63Cu/65Cu, I70 ,  205T1 and so on in these new materials (see 
table 1.1).
1 J.1. NMR Studies in YBa2Cu30 7_6 and YBa2Cu4Og.
LiLL  K9Y NMR Approach.
The first 89Y NMR measurements of fully oxygenated YBa2Cu30 7_g were 
reported by Markert e t al(69) in the normal and mixed states. They observed a small
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Knight shift and T,T=constant in the normal state, with a decrease in 1/T1 in the 
superconducting state faster than in the BCS superconductors, and with no coherence 
peak. A 89Y NMR study of Y B ajC ^O ^g  with 5*0-1, in the normal state was first 
presented by Balakrishnan et al(70). using the Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) 
technique. Similar results were reported by Alloul et al*71*. It was reported by Alloul 
et al*72* and Dupree et al*73* that the negative Knight shift at room temperature in 
YBajCujO^g decreases with decreasing oxygen content. 89Y NMR has been used 
in order to study the flux lattice in YBa2Cu30 7 *74*.
89Y NMR data at room temperature on Zn and Ga substitutions for Cu in 
fully oxygenated YBa2Cu30 7_g were presented by Balakrishnan et al*73*. They 
suggested that the source for the reduction in Tc with Zn substitution is related to the 
magnetic moments induced by Zn doping. Also several 89Y NMR studies for some 
substitutions onto Cu sites in YBa2Cu30 7_g have been reported recently by several 
research groups*76,77*. These results are discussed in detail with our results in chapter
4. Pr and Nd doped YBajC^O -^g (into Y site) have also been studied by 89Y
n m r (78).
The first 89Y NMR measurements in Y B a ^ ^ O g  were reported by Dupree 
et al*79*. They observed that the 89Y shift in YBa^C^Og has the same temperature 
dependence as oxygen depleted YBa2Cu30 7_g with the same Tc(8»4).2). Similar 
results were reported by Carretta et al*80*. Vortex lattice and vortex dynamics in 
YBa2Cu4Og have also been studied by using 89Y NMR*81*.
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The first Cu NQR study in YBa2Cu30 7_g with 8 close to zero was reported 
by LUtgemeier and Pieper(82). Early Cu NMR and NQR studies in 90K 
superconductor YBa2Cu30 7_g presenting both Knight shift and spin lattice relaxation 
data were reported by several research groups(eg-83-85). It was found that the spin 
lattice relaxation rate did not show BCS type behaviour. Similar results were 
observed by Kitaoka et al(86) and Imai et al(87). The Cu Knight shift measurements 
in the superconducting state of Y B a ^ ^ G y .g  were reported by Barrett et al(88). A 
Cu NMR study in YBa2Cu30 6 64 (TC»60K) was presented by Walstedt et al(89). 
Analysis of Cu NMR data as a function of oxygen concentration in YBa2Cu307_g 
were reported by Horvatic et al(90). Cu NMR and NQR in substituted YBa2Cu30 7_g 
were also studied by several research groups(eg,44,91,92\  Their results will be 
discussed in chapter 4.
Cu NMR and NQR in Y B a ^ ^ O g  have been obtained by several research 
groups(e g 93,94) who presented temperature dependencies of the 63Cu nuclear spin 
lattice relaxation rate and Knight shifts.
n O  NMR in YBa2Cu30 7_g (TC«92K) have been studied and site assignments 
have been presented*95“100*. ,70  NMR was also used to study the oxygen exchange 
in YBa2Cu30 7_g with different preparation processes00 0 . n O NMR and NQR 
studies in YBa2Cu4Og have been performed by Zheng et al(,02) and Mangelschots 
ct al(,03). Mangelschots et al have distinguished four inequivalent oxygen sites in 
YBajC^Og.
1.5.2. NMR Studies in the Other High Tc Superconductors.
Since there have been numerous NMR studies on High Tc superconductors, 
it is not possible to mention all of them here. Extensive reviews can be found 
elsewhere*®-8,104-108*. In this section some of n O, 63Cu and ^ T l  NMR studies in 
high Tc superconductors (apart from YBa2Cu30 7_g and YBa2Cu4Og systems) are 
mentioned.
170  NMR data for La, 85Sr0 15C u 0 4 have been presented*96,109*. Oldfield et 
al(96) have also reported ,70  NMR of Bi2Sr2CaCu20 8, Tl2Ba2CaCu20 8 and 
BaggKQ^BiOj superconductors. 170  NMR results for Bi2Sr2Can_,Cun0 4+2n (n-1, 
2, 3) phases have been reported by Dupree et al*110*. They identified the different 
oxygen sites in these phases. Similar results were presented by Trokiner et al*111*. 
The temperature dependence of shift and spin lattice relaxation measurements of 170  
in the C u 0 2 planes of Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O ,0 was presented*112*. The 170  NMR in 
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu30 ,o  system was studied*113* reporting the temperature dependence of 
Knight shift and spin lattice relaxation.
Cu NMR and NQR studies have been performed in (La,M)2Cu04 (M=Sr and 
Ba) system*e'8 *14,115*. There have been several studies on 63Cu NMR and NQR 
studies of Bi2Sr2Can.,C u n0 4+2n (n-1, 2. 3)*'•*•116-118) and Tl2Ba2CuO6*119,120) 
systems. Walstedt et al*118* have reported the temperature dependence of Knight shift 
and spin lattice relaxation of 63Cu in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og.
^ T l  shift and relaxation rate measurements in Tl2Ba2Can_,Cun0 4+2n (n-1, 
2 ,3) phases were reported*121-123*. 205T1 NMR has been used to investigate the flux
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lattice in n 2Ba2Cu06(124) and in 'n 2Ba2Ca2Cu3O 10(,25).
1.6. The Aim of the Present Work.
An understanding of the behaviour of C u02 planes which exist in all high Tc 
copper oxide superconductors is of importance. It is believed that elemental 
substitution may play a significant role in achieving this understanding and clarifying 
the mechanism responsible for these new superconductors. Since YBa2Cu30 7_s  and 
YBa2Cu4Og have two copper sites, the contrasting effects of substitution for Cu in 
these two sites of these superconductors are of considerable interest. Also it is of 
importance to determine the role of the chains versus the planes in the 
superconductivity of Y B ajC ujO ^g and YBa2Cu40 8.
NMR is a powerful technique in studying substitution effects since it is a 
microscopic probe sensitive to any fluctuating and static magnetic fields and also 
sensitive to any structural change by means of chemical shift.
89Y has proved to be a good probe in Yttrium Oxides*126,127) and in the 
Yttrium based high Tc superconductors for the study of electronic and local magnetic 
properties of the C u-O  planes and chains(e,®,70_72,75"79). Because of its location 
sitting at the centre of 2 C u02 planes (8 Cu atoms) of YBa2Cu3(>7_g and 
YBajC^O g, 89Y is a very good probe to detect the substitution effects. Therefore 
89Y MAS NMR has been used in substituted YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_g and 
YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og in order to investigate the effects of substitution for Cu, namely; 
the reduction in Tc, structural changes with some substitutions, and site preference 
of the substituent.
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Chapter 2. Theory.
2.1. Basic Principles of NMR.
The basic principle of NMR is based on the existence of the interaction 
between magnetic moments of atomic nuclei and magnetic fields. The connection 
between the spin quantum number I and the magnetic moment p  is
p-yh/ (2 . 1)
for a nucleus with nonzero spin (y is the magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus). In an 
external magnetic field B0 the interaction energy between the magnetic moment and 
the field can be given by the Hamiltonian
( 2. 2)
By using equation.2.1 and considering B0 along the z axis, we obtain:
h  ~ y u j , (2.3)
From this Hamiltonian (21+1) allowed energies exist and they are given by
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Em--y\Bjn (2.4)
Where the (21+1) values of m are :
IJ-1J-2 ,-----. - /
By considering the energy levels (Eq.2.4), together with the selection rule Am=±l, 
one can write the energy difference between two levels as:
AB-ftv —  yhB# (2.5)
Fig.2.1. illustrates the energy levels for a  nucleus with 1=1/2. The basic equation of 
the nuclear magnetic resonance can be written as
T*. (2.6)
where o)0 is the Larmor frequency at which the magnetic moment o f the nucleus 
precesses around the magnetic field B0. This precession is illustrated in fig.2.2. The 
precessing magnetic moment in a  field B0 experiences a torque, pxB0 which is equal 
to the rate of change in angular momentum, given by
27
B=B
m s - 1/2
Fig.2.1. The energy levels for the nuclei with 1=1/2.
z
Fig.2.2. Precession of the magnetic moment around the direction of applied field B0.
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(2.7)
It can be expressed in terms of the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio by using p=yJ:
^ - Y l i  x * . <*■*)
In a frame rotating at frequency to about the z-direction the effective magnetic field
" B r f
<2 9 >
By replacing B0 with the effective field Beff, in the rotating frame, equation 2.8 
becomes
4i-Y |»x[(V -)*l <210>dt Y
If the frame rotates at the Larmor frequency co=oi0. p  is constant. When, in addition 
to B0, a radio frequency field B, is applied perpendicular to B0, equation 2.10
becomes as
<2 " >at Y
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If the rotating frame frequency is equal to the at Larmor frequency, equation 2.11 
simplifies to:
Therefore, in the rotating frame only the radio-frequency field exists and interacts 
with the magnetization along z axis causing it to rotate about the x-axis. As a result, 
this field may be used to perturb the magnetization and subsequently the NMR signal 
may be detected. Experimental details on pulsed FT NMR are given in section 3.1.
The nuclear spins with 1=1/2 aligned with B0 are in thermodynamic 
equilibrium and this is given by the Boltzmann equation as
Where N. and N+ respectively are the number of spins in the energy levels for 
m =-l/2  and m=l/2. The equilibrium is disturbed by applying a rf pulse (B,). Then 
the nuclear spins come back to equilibrium via the interactions (see section 2.2) 
between the nuclear spins and the surroundings. One can define this process with the 
transition probability per unit time by considering Wj, and W f respectively as the 
probabilities of the transition from m =l/2 to m = -l/2  and vice versa. This process 
is characterized by a time called the spin lattice relaxation time ,Tlt defined such that
(2.12)
(2.13)
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(2.14)
Further details on the basic theory of NMR can be found elsewhere(1,2) from both 
classical and quantum mechanical point of views.
2.2. Nuclear Spin Interactions In Solids.
In this section the dominant nuclear spin interactions in solids will be treated, 
since they are the basic characteristics of a nucleus and its environment 
The total spin Hamiltonian can be given as
H -H t*H r H ^ H a *H 0 ,H Q 0-15)
The first two terms (F^ and Hrf) are called external interactions and they are the 
interactions of the spins with the applied static field and rf fields, respectively (see 
section 2.1). In this section, the basic principles of the internal interactions, namely; 
dipolar (HD), chemical shift (H ^ ), Knight shift (HKS) and Quadrupolar ( H q ) ,  are 
described. Further details can be found elsewhere(1,3,4).
2.2.1. Dipole Dipole Interaction.
The dipole dipole interaction is the coupling of a  nuclear spin with the local 
field of its neighbouring spins. This interaction depends on the magnitude and 
orientation of the magnetic moments. The corresponding energy for the dipolar 
interaction between two magnetic moments | i |  and p2 >s(,):
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a i 6 )tv*»  ] (l>,TKn,r)
where r  is joining vector between these two moments. The magnetic moments o f the 
nuclear spins in terms of their spin angular momenta are:
^1-TiMi (2.17)
Thus the dipole dipole interaction between two nuclei can be written (equations 2.16 
and 2.17) as
(2.18)
After choosing the z axis along the applied magnetic field and using the polar 
coordinates of the vector?, the Hamiltonian becomes as(,):
Hu - T |'. ,>  <A'»'C*D*E*r) <2 1 9 >
r 3
where
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A-IJd l-3 c o r t) (2.20.a)
i < i - j « « r t ) a 1.V * 7 1. t )  (2 M b >
C - - j M < x m & r * V (2.20.C) 
D - - 1  sta6co«e« *(V j. ♦/, (2.20.d)
Jr . - 2 * r t» « » ( /1./j j  (2.200
Since <exp(±ty)>=<exp(±2i$)>-0, the averages of the terms from C to F are zero 
and do not effect the static spectrum. Detailed discussion can be found elsewhere(1,2). 
Then the simplified Hamiltonian (with the contributions coming from only A and B) 
becomes as(,):
(2.21)
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For solids this interaction can result in broad NMR lines (powder patterns) 
which obscure high resolution information. Since the dipolar interaction is 
proportional to r"3, it is very sensitive to the changes in intemuclear distances. This 
interaction is orientational dependent with a geometric factor of (1 -3  cos20). 
Averaging this geometric factor to zero using MAS (Magic Angle Spinning) is 
discussed in section 2.4.
The dipole dipole interaction is often the dominant source of line broadening 
for nuclei with spin 1=1/2.
2.22 . The Chemical Shift Interaction.
The chemical shift effect corresponds to a magnetic shielding of the nucleus, 
which is produced by the electrons circulating around the nucleus. Therefore for a 
particular nucleus, NMR signals have different frequencies for different chemical 
environments. Because o f this shielding, the magnetic field at the nucleus will be
« - * , ( 1- 0 ) (2.22)
where o  is the shielding factor called chemical shift. The chemical shift Hamiltonian 
can be expressed as(3):
Hcs-y>yloB  (2.23)
Therefore the resonance frequency of the nucleus is
34
(2.24)
For a particular nucleus, the shielding factor o  is measured relative to a reference 
sample. Discussion on the reference sample is given in section 3.3.1.
In molecules, o  has two contributions namely; a diamagnetic od and a 
paramagnetic op term:
The diamagnetic term is due to the applied magnetic field producing an 
electronic charge circulation around the nucleus. This circulation creates a magnetic 
field opposing the applied magnetic field (Lenz’s law). The diamagnetic term for 
spherical charge distribution can be represented by Lamb’s equation*5*
The paramagnetic term is a correction for the distortion of the electron 
motion and the non-spherical charge distribution of the electrons. The paramagnetic
term can be written as(5)
35
(2.27)
where Pu is p electron imbalance, AE is an average excitation energy and <r-3> is 
the expectation value of r-3.
The chemical shift is anisotropic i.e. it differs along various axes within the 
molecule with respect to the applied magnetic field. Therefore it can be described 
as a second rank tensor:
(2.28)
In the principal axis system the principal components o f the tensor are: CTllf a22< O33 
and the case O u < 022<033 ls v&lid. Magnetic shielding o u , along B0, is defined in 
terms of principal components:
O(<. i l h . . l j j ( 3 c o r t r l )o #  <2M)
where T ro -o n -KT22+°33 and 0 /3 )T ro  are the trace and the isotropic average of 
chemical shielding tensor, respectively. In a solution state experiment, because o f the 
rapid molecular motion only the isotropic part of the chemical shift ((l/3)Tro) is 
observed. For solids, chemical shift anisotropy gives anisotropic powder patterns 
shown in fig.2.3 for different cases. Broadening caused by chemical shift anisotropy
36
(a )
O ta
(b )  ct„ = o „= < j 1
F if .2.3. Anisotropic powder patterns for (a) cubic symmetry (b) aaial symmetry and 
(c) the general cases.
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is inhomogeneous.
In general this chemical shielding is independent of temperature.
2.2 J .  The Knight Shift Interaction.
The Knight shift is a measure of the magnetic hyperfine field at the nucleus 
produced by the polarized conduction electrons in an applied magnetic field. The 
Knight shift effect was first observed by Knight(6) who found that the resonance 
frequency of 63Cu in metallic copper was shifted to a value higher than in 
diamagnetic CuCl. In metallic substances, this is an additional shift to the chemical 
sh ift
The total Hamiltonian for the Knight shift from the three interactions between 
nucleus and conduction electrons is(7):
_  3 _ _  (2.30)
r* r5 r*
where I and S are nuclear and electron spins, respectively and r  is the radius vector 
o f the electron with the nucleus.
In this equation, the first term is called the Fermi contact interaction which 
describes the interaction between the magnetic moments of the s electrons and the 
nucleus. (This term also has the contribution from the unpairing inner s-core electron 
spins as a result of an exchange interaction with s, d and f  electrons). The Knight 
shift contribution of this term is given by(7)
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(2-31)
Where Xs and PF are the Pauli spin susceptibility and the probability density for 
conduction electrons at the nucleus, respectively. The Knight shift is usually 
dominated by this contribution. The Pauli spin susceptibility can be defined as a 
function of the electronic density of states at the Fermi level
x . V / w  (2M)
An average magnetic hyperfine coupling constant <a> is defined in terms of 
probability density by the equation.
(2.33)
The second term in equation 2.30, a source of anisotropic Knight shift 
interaction, is the spin dipolar interaction between the spins of nucleus and 
conduction electrons. This interaction is orientation dependent and results in line 
broadening in powders in a similar way to the chemical shift anisotropy (previous 
section). There is no contribution from the s-like conduction electrons for this term 
because of their spherical symmetry.
The third contribution to the Knight shift interaction comes from the orbital 
effect from the non-s electrons.
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In simple metals a theoretical relationship between K and Tj known as the 
Korringa relation found by Korringa is given as(8):
4ttk, T .
(2.34)
where K and T, respectively are the contributions to the Knight shift and spin lattice 
relaxation time coming from the coupling between the magnetic moments of the 
nuclei and the s-state electrons via the contact interaction.
2.2.4. The Quadrupolar Interaction.
Nuclei with a spin I> l/2  possess an electric quadru pole moment because of 
the non-spherically symmetric electric charge distribution. The electric quadru pole 
moment o f the nucleus will interact with the electric field gradient which is produced 
by atomic electrons. The Hamiltonian for this interaction, called the quadru pole 
interaction, is given by(2):
.  . / > ( / .  . / y j .  l * r t ( / . ' . / > ) )
(2.35)
where eq and eQ are electric field gradient and quadrupole moment, respectively. 
After using perturbation theory0,2,4) the energy levels for the first order quadrupolar 
interaction for the situation when Hz »  Hq  are given by
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(2.36)
The quadrupolar interaction has an orientational dependence similar to the chemical 
shift. In fig.2.4, (a) the energy levels and (b) the schematic NMR spectra for a 
nucleus 1=3/2 are illustrated for the first order quadrupolar interaction. As seen from 
the fig. 2.4 and equation 2.36, the central transition (1/2, -1/2) is not effected by the 
first order quadrupolar interaction. Since the entire powder pattern of most 
quadrupolar nuclei is often wider than the bandwidth of many NMR spectrometers, 
only the central transition is observable. Therefore, satellite transitions such as 
(-1 /2 ,-3 /2 ) and (3/2,1/2) are obtained separately.
If e2qQ is large enough in comparison to the Larmor frequency (0o, the 
second order quadrupolar effect is observed and broadens the central transition. 
Detailed theory on the first and second order quadrupolar interactions can be found 
elsewhere*1-4*.
2.2.5. RKKY Interaction.
The RKKY interaction is the interaction between the localized moments of 
an impurity atom and the conduction electrons, first studied by Ruderman and 
Kittel*9*. The development and extension of this theory to s-d and s-f electrons was 
presented first by Kasuya(10) and then by Yosida(11). This interaction was called after 
their names; Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida; RKKY interaction.
The energy for this interaction is given by*12*
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First order quadrupolar
-3/2
- 1/2
1/2
3/2
A=<oq(3 cos29-li/8 
(Oq=e2qQ
Fig.2.4. (a) Separation of energy levels and (b) the schematic spectrum for a nucleus 
1-3/2 in the case of first order quadrupolar interaction.
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(2.37)
The conduction electrons are polarized by the localized magnetic moments of an 
impurity atom. The magnetization around the magnetic impurity dies off in an 
oscillating manner because of the exchange with the conduction electrons. This 
behaviour o f  conduction electron wave functions and the distribution of conduction 
electron spin density are shown in fig.2.5(13).
This indirect interaction results in line broadening which can not be removed 
by the MAS technique.
23 . Spin Lattice Relaxation.
The spin lattice relaxation time is the measure of the time in which 
magnetization along the applied magnetic field B0 returns to its equilibrium after 
perturbation. During this time the spin system loses its energy due to the interaction 
with its environment. It is also called longitudinal relaxation time. This relaxation 
process is exponential for spin 1/2 systems and can be written as
M-MJLI-*  r')
(2.38)
with no magnetization along z axis at t-0.
Fluctuating magnetic fields at a nucleus are the sources of the relaxation 
mechanism; these include dipole-dipole interaction, electric quadrupole interaction.
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Fig.2.5. (a) The conduction electron wave functions and (b) the distribution of 
conduction electron spin density around the impurity atom in RKKY interactions*13).
chemical or Knight shift anisotropy and so on(5,14).
Since the dipole-dipole interaction is often the dominant source of the 
fluctuating magnetic field for spin 1=1/2 nuclei, it will be discussed in this work. The
Where o>0 and xc are the resonance frequency and correlation time, respectively. The 
correlation time describes random molecular motions creating fluctuating local 
magnetic fields.
2.4. MAS and Averaging of the Anisotropic Interactions.
In polycrystalline solids, because of the anisotropic interactions namely, 
chemical and Knight shift anisotropies, dipolar and first order quadrupolar 
interactions which have been discussed in section 2.2, very broad lines, which are 
not very informative, are observed. However in order to eliminate these anisotropic 
interactions there are several techniques employed*16). One of these line narrowing 
techniques is what is called "Magic Angle Spinning (MAS)" first discovered by 
Andrew*,7* and Lowe**®\ independently.
As discussed in section 2.2. anisotropic interactions namely, chemical shift 
or Knight shift anisotropy, dipolar interaction and first order quadrupolar interaction 
involve the geometric factor term (3 cos20 - l) ,  where 0 is the angle between a 
specific fixed molecule direction and the applied static magnetic field. When the
relaxation rate due to the dipolar interaction in solids is given by*l5)
:1 (239)
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sample is spun at an angle of (3=54.7° with respect to the applied magnetic field as 
shown in fig.2.6 , the angle of the geometric factor term 0 will vary between |3-x 
and P+X- Thus, it is necessary to take the average of (3 cos2© -!) and it is given
by<5>
« W e-u -J-iW p -ix W x -»  <2*o)
2
As (3 cos2P - l )  becomes zero for P=54.7°, spinning at this angle. Magic angle, 
results in narrowed lines by averaging away the anisotropic interactions.
For the dipolar interaction the broadening is homogeneous. Therefore in order 
to narrow the homogeneously broadened lines spinning speed must be greater than 
the broadening (i.e> the line width). In the case of inhomogeneous broadening 
(Chemical shift or Knight shift anisotropy, heteronuclear dipole and first order 
quadrupolar interactions) when the spinning speed is less than the anisotropic 
interaction itself, a series of spinning side bands around the isotropic line separated 
by the spinning frequency are observed. As an example 51V NMR spectra in 2.5% 
V doped YBa2Cu30 7_8 with different spinning rates are shown in fig 2.7. This 
behaviour was first reported by Andrew et al*19). More importantly they found that 
intensity pattern of the spinning side bands reflects the chemical shift anisotropy 
observed in a nonspinning experiment. In order to determine the principal values of 
a chemical shift tensor from MAS powder spectra by using MAS sideband 
intensities, a graphical method has been developed*20*. An extension of this graphical 
method has been reported by D. Frenzke et al(2I).
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Fig.2.6. Definition of angle geometry for Magic Angle Spinning technique.
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200 100 0
ppm
Fig.2.7. 51V  N M R  spectra in 2.3 %  V  doped Y B tjC u jO ,. ,  with different spinning 
rates. The asterisks denote the spinning side bands.
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The anisotropy of second order quadrupolar interaction causes a broadening 
in the central transition of quadrupolar nuclei with half integer spins. This 
broadening can not be averaged to zero by MAS. For this case, the Variable Angle 
Spinning (VAS) technique was employed(22) as suggested before(23). In the VAS 
technique it is unfortunate, however, that, since the sample is not spun at the magic 
angle any more, there exists a broadening due to the chemical shift anisotropy and 
dipolar interaction. Recently there have been two techniques, namely; Dynamic 
Angle Spinning (DAS)(24) and Double Rotation (DOR)(25) employed to overcome 
this problem.
2.5. NMR Theory of High Tc Superconductivity.
2.5.1. General Introduction.
In a metallic system the total spin susceptibility can be written as
* /« .« * )-* ' (2-4l>
where (<!>“ ) and x*~ (<!*<*>) arc respectively the real and imaginary parts o f  spin 
susceptibility of the conduction electrons at a specific site. They are probed by the 
Knight shift and relaxation time measurements respectively (see section 2.5.3). 
Therefore NMR has been widely used (see chapter 1) to characterize the magnetic 
and electronic properties of the high Tc copper oxides which have large unit cells 
and different atomic sites.
There have been several attempts which have developed models to describe 
the behaviour of NMR in high Tc superconductors*26'36*. Most of them are based on 
the one component model*26,27,30-36*. In section 2.5.2 a brief description o f  this
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model together with the spin Hamiltonian is given. Section 2.5.3 describes the spin 
Knight shift and relaxation rate in this model.
2.5.2. One component Model and the Spin Hamiltonian.
In the one component model it was assumed that each C u02 plane has a free 
electronic spin S=l/2 as suggested from Cu NMR study of YBa2Cu30 7*373. It was 
also assumed that these are centred on the Cu(2) sites and are antiferromagnetically 
correlated*381. A model for the coupling of the electronic spins in C u 0 2 planes to the 
nuclear moments was suggested*273 and has been extended*30,33'363.
The total electron nuclear hyperfine coupling hamiltonian in YBa2Cu30 7_g 
following Mila-Rice*273 and MMP*333 can be written down by the equation*393;
__ * _
h - “ y m>CiZ3>+*y <°i-B-S)
*-i (2.42)
♦17Y „*E  ( " ! « « ) ♦ *  Y .fcE  i f W J
j-i k-l
Where i, j  and k label the four unit cells nearest to the Cu site, two electronic spins 
of Cu atoms nearest to O  site and eight electronic spins ( four in one plane and four 
in another) nearest to Y site, respectively. A is the direct (on site ) hyperfine 
coupling constant and B, C and D are transferred hyperfine coupling constants. 
Fig.2.8 shows the hyperfine couplings in C u02 planes for YBa2C u30 7_8.
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Fig.2.8. The illustration of the hyperfine couplings in the C u 0 2 planes(33).
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2.5 J . The Knight Shift and Relaxation Rate.
In the one component model(33) the free electronic spins on the Cu(2) sites 
are assumed to be the source for spin Knight shift and relaxation for 63Cu and 170  
on the plane and 89Y in the Y based superconductors (e .g .Y B a ^ ^ O ^ s )  via the 
interaction between the nuclei and the one component spin system.
In terms of the hyperfine coupling constants (A,B,C and D) and the spin 
susceptibility of conduction electrons at a specific site the spin Knight shifts for 
63Cu, I70  and 89Y (in YBajCujOj) are given as(33):
*JC,
A.+4B
y « y . * X#
(2.43.a)
0jr A±+Aa (2 43b)
Y.*Y.*
(2.43.0
(2.43.d)
In equation 2.43.d (for 89Y nucleus) 8 represents the 8 nearest Cu neighbours to Y 
site. The transferred hyperfine coupling constant, D. between 89Y nucleus and C u02 
plane has been calculated as — 3.0 kOe/pB(34).
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By using the general expression given by Millis and Monien(36), the spin 
lattice relaxation rate arising from the fluctuation of the free electronic spins for 89Y 
in YBa2Cu30 7 can be written as
I*.’
(2.44)
Where 89F0 (q) is a form factor defined as:
■F.(i )-*D .(co .^X co .i)(coe^) <245)
This relaxation rate expression is also valid  for 170  and 63Cu with different form 
factors including direct and transferred hyperfine coupling constants.
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Chapter 3. Experimental.
3.1.Pulsed FT NMR.
This section describes some o f the elementary features o f the pulsed NMR 
spectrometer.
In a pulsed NM R experiment, an oscillating radio frequency magnetic field 
Bj, is applied perpendicular to the existing static field B0 along the z axis. In the 
laboratory frame, the  oscillating field Bt is in the x -y  plane and given as;
B j -B jt tc o su r+ js in u r )  (3.1)
then the field B j, oscillating at the Larmor frequency (co=to0) of the nuclei being 
observed, will be along the x ' axis in the rotating frame. As seen in section 2.1, the 
effective field is Beif=B j when the nucleus is on resonance. In this case precession 
of the magnetization will be around Bj. The magnetization, M0, is rotated by an 
angle 0, which is called the pulse angle and it depends on the gyromagnetic ratio of 
the perturbed nuclei y, and the strength of the alternating magnetic field B(. The 
pulse width, tp, which is the time between turning on the Bj and turning it off again, 
is related to 0 by
(3.2)
The pulse width should be a short time compared to T, and T2, so that no relaxation
occurs during the pulse. By applying a pulse one is able to place the magnetization 
in any direction in the y '- z  plane. For example, as seen in fig.3.1, a 71/2(90°) and 
a jc( 180°) pulses will rotate the magnetization into the y '  and - z  axis, respectively. 
Following a 90° pulse, the magnetization lying along the y '  axis will be detected as 
the intensity of the signal.which is maximum just after the pulse, by the receiver 
coil. The same coil could be used as a receiver coil and also to generate Bt or there 
could be two separate coils for these two processes. The induced signal intensity will 
decay as a function of T2, called spin spin relaxation time in the x -y  plane after the 
B t field is turned off. This is called the Free Induction Decay (FID) which is the 
simplest form of an NMR signal. At the same time, the magnetization along the z 
axis will come back to equilibrium with a time (T,) called the spin lattice relaxation 
time.
Lowe and Norberg(1) were the first to show that the Fourier transform (FT) 
o f the FID, after a 90° pulse, was identical to the steady state spectrum. An 
experimental design for pulsed nuclear resonance has been given by Clark(2). The 
first pulsed FT high resolution NMR spectrometer was built by Ernst and 
Anderson(3). The development of the fast Fourier transform algorithm by Cooley and 
Tukey(4) was a significant contribution. Fig.3.2 shows the typical FID signal (a) and 
its Fourier transformation (b).
The block diagram of a typical pulsed FT NMR spectrometer is shown in 
fig.3.3. The main parts of a pulsed FT NMR spectrometer are followings:
(a) A large magnet; providing a homogeneous high magnetic field B0. It is 
desirable to have a superconducting magnet for high resolution experiments.
(b) The probe, is situated inside the magnet and has the parts required for
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Pig.3.1. The effect of (a) a lt/2 and (b) a it pulse.
Fig.3.2. (a) Typical FID signal and (b) its Fourier transformation.
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variable temperature experiments. It contains the coils and radio frequency 
electronics which allow the excitation and the detection of an NMR signal.
(c) A transmitter; as a source of a r f  oscillating magnetic field Bj. The radio 
frequency signal is amplified by the transmitter before it is applied to the transmitter 
coil inside the probe. The required power depends on the characteristics of the probe 
and the sample under investigation.
(d) The pulse programmer, is used for timing and providing the stable 
pulses. It switches the gate on and off by sending control pulses to the transmitter.
(e) A receiver; to amplify and detect the signal.
3.2. The Bruker MSL-360 Spectrometer.
In this section a brief description o f the Bruker MSL (Multipurpose Solid and 
Liquid)-360 spectrometer is given. Further details are available from the Bruker 
manuals(eg,5).
The M SL-360 spectrometer has an Oxford superconducting high field (8.45T) 
magnet with a wide bore of 89mm. Details on the superconducting magnet assembly 
are given elsewhere(5). By using the shim coils very small local field gradients are 
generated in order to improve the homogeneity of the magnetic field. The shimming 
varies with the orientation of the probes inside the magnet and for every new probe 
placed into the magnet, a new shim is required.
Generation of the frequencies (1-200 MHz) is performed by a PTS 200 
frequency synthesizer. For the frequencies above 200MHz generation is established 
by the converter.
All the operations such as data acquisition, data manipulation, storage.
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plotting e.g. arc performed by the Aspect-3000 computer*6*. The DISMSL program 
is used to perform the spectrometer operation; with this program, one can easily 
control the parameters and carry out the processing using short commands from the 
keyboard.
Fig.3.4 shows the block diagram of the Broker M SL-360 spectrometer*7*.
3.2.1. The NMR Probes and Spinners.
The Broker M SL-360 spectrometer has a range o f static and spinning probes 
operating at frequencies between 10 and 360 MHz. The static and spinning high 
resolution experiments are performed by using the Broker double bearing (DB) 
Magic Angle spinning (MAS), static, Doty and "woty" (home made doty) probes. 
Also decoupling and Cross Polarisation (CP) experiments can be achieved with the 
DB MAS probe. The DB MAS probe is equipped with a single coil resonance 
system. Detailed description on the operation of a single coil probe is given 
elsewhere*8'9*. Description of the complicated electronics o f these Broker probes are 
given elsewhere*10*. Spinners made from zirconia (with internal diameter 5.5mm, 
external diameter 7mm and length 17.7mm) are used in the Broker DB MAS probes. 
Since spinning with these spinners is very sensitive to sample imbalance, finely 
powdered sample and careful packing of the sample are required. With these spinners 
a spinning rate of up to 5kHz can be achieved although with the high density high 
Tc superconductors maximum spinning speed was typically 3.5 kHz.
In the Doty and Woty probes, hollow cylindrical silicon nitride,(or zirconia 
or sapphire) spinners (with external diameter 5.0mm) with a smaller sample volume 
were used. Spinning with these spinners is easier and higher spinning rates are
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achieved typically 10-15 kHz. The diagrams of the spinners used in the Bruker DB 
MAS, doty and woty probes are shown in fig.3.5. The coils of all the spinning 
probes are orientated at the magic angle (54° 35’) to B0.
3.3. Setting and Operation of the Spectrometer.
3.3.1. Setting up on a Nucleus.
For each nucleus studied setting up the spectrometer basically includes 
hardware changes, tunings and determination of the acquisition parameters and 
shimming the magnet.
Hardware changes consist of the selection of the relevant high power 
transmitter plug-in, if high power is used, and changing the preamplifier box in 
order to match and tune the carrier frequency and also placing the appropriate probe 
into the magnet. In this work nuclei given in table 3.1, were studied using the Bruker 
DB MAS, Woty and Doty probes. After tuning the probe and preamplifier box, 
appropriate acquisition parameters are set. Shimming of a particular probe is 
performed by reading the appropriate shim file. Since all of the lines investigated in 
this work are relatively broad > 10 ppm, a measurement of the spectrum reference 
(SR) which determines the zero shift was performed using the reference sample for 
the particular nucleus given in table 3.1.
3.3.2. Magic Angle Spinning.
Averaging of the broadenings from the anisotropic interactions in solids 
(section 2.4) can be achieved by spinning the sample at the angle of 54.7°, called the 
Magic Angle, relative to the external magnetic field. This experiment known as
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(a) (b )
\ J
W il tm n n k \
Fig.3.5. The spinners used in (a) DB MAS (b) Doty and Woty probes.
Table 3.1. Larmor frequencies of the nuclei and their reference samples used 
in this study together with their abundances and spin numbers.
Nucleus
Larmor 
Frequency at 
8.45T 
(MHz)
Reference Sample Natural
Abundance
(%)
Spin
Number
89y 17.646 YCl3(Solution) 100 1/2
5IV 94.675 YV04(Powder) 99.76 7/2
21 Al 93.848 AlCI3(Solution) 100 5/2
Magic Angie Spinning (MAS) was first proposed independently by Andrew(11) and
l W 12>.
In this study MAS was carried out for the nuclei given in table 3.1. MAS 
especially for 89Y nucleus in substituted Y B a ^ ^ O ^ g  and YBa2Cu4Og samples 
was essential to narrow the resonance line so that the small shift changes which 
occur with substitution at room temperature and with variable temperatures could be 
detected. As an example 89Y static and MAS NMR spectra of YBa2Cu4Og are 
presented in fig.3.6. For this case, the broadening averaged out by MAS is mostly 
due to the chemical shift anisotropy (sections 2.2.2 and 2.4). The Full Width at Half 
Maximum (FWHM) v 1/2 are 900 and 80Hz for the static and MAS spectra, 
respectively.
If the spinning rate is less than the anisotropic inhomogeneous broadenings 
due to the chemical shift anisotropy and first order quadrupolar interaction (see 
section 2.4), spinning side bands are observed. The effect of MAS on 51V NMR in 
20 % V doped YBa2Cu30 7_8 is illustrated in fig.3.7 with different spinning rates. 
As seen the isotropic shift position remains the same with the changes in the 
spinning rate whereas the positions for the spinning side bands shift linearly with 
spinning rate. This is because the spinning sidebands are separated by the spinning 
frequency. Detailed theoretical discussion on MAS is given in section 2.4.
The setting of the Magic angle must be accurate in order to get high 
resolution signal. A common method for the setting of the magic angle is to adjust 
the angle by running a suitable reference sample with a quadrupolar nucleus having 
a cubic environment Details on the accurate magic angle setting for different 
range of frequencies are given elsewhere17,14) where 79Br (in KBr) and 85Rb (in
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Fig.3.6. 89Y Static and MAS NMR spectra in YBajCi^O,,.
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ppm
Fig.3.7. 5 ,V Static and MAS. with different spinning rates, NMR spectra in 
Y B ^ Q i^ V J j O m  (x-0.2).
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RbCl) quadrupolar nuclei were used to set the magic angle.
3.3.3. Spin-Echo Method.
The spin spin relaxation time, T2, (also called transverse relaxation time) is 
concerned with the exchange of energy between spins in the x - y  plane. For a 
Lorentzian the line width is related to T2 by(9);
v1/2'
1
nT2
(3.3)
When the external magnetic field varies between B0-AB„/2 and B ^ A B ^  over the 
sample, inhomogeneity of the magnetic field AB0 leads to a contribution to the line 
width following a single 90° pulse given by
(3.4)
Therefore the effective spin-spin relaxation time T2* including the contribution 
coming from the inhomogeneous field is defined as
n  r *
(3.5)
In order to remove inhomogeneous line broadening and as a result to enable to
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measure the real spin-spin relaxation time T2, a method called spin-echo was first 
employed by Hahn(15) and then extended by Carr and Purcell(16). The simplest form 
o f this spin echo sequence is:
i - t  (3.6)
2
This is illustrated in fig.3.8. The first, nJ2 pulse is applied as a preparation pulse. 
Then the ji pulse is applied. As a result spins are refocused and produce an echo at 
2t. The effect of the spin echo on the magnetization is illustrated in fig.3.9. In the 
rotating frame, initially (a) magnetization M0 is along z '  axis. After the 90° pulse 
(b) it is turned to the y ' axis. As the inhomogeneity of the  magnetic field over the 
sample results in different resonance frequencies for identical spins in the different 
parts of the NMR sample, magnetization vectors (c) begin to fan out. At t=x a 180° 
pulse is applied (d). Because the relative positions o f the magnetization vectors, 
during the second x time they will come together along —y '  axis and magnetization 
vectors continue to move in the same direction. As a result o f the spin echo sequence 
all effects of the inhomogeneous magnetic field have been removed. The maximum 
signal (echo) is then obtained.
3.3.4. Data Collection.
After setting up on a nucleus and spinning the sample (sections 3.3.1 and 
3.3.2) the experiment can be started by an automatic command ZG (Zero the 
memory and go) on the computer keyboard. Data acquisition can be stopped any
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it/2 pulse it pulse Signal echo
Fig.3.8. The illustration of the simplest form of spin echo sequence.
(a )  <b>
z z
(c) <d> (e)
z 2 z
Fig.3.9. The vectorial representation of the extended spin echo sequence.
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time by pressing Ctrl/H or Bs. Also automatic stop can be performed by setting NS 
(Number of scans).
For 89Y nucleus CYCLOPS (CYCLically Ordered Phase Sequence) phase 
cycling and mostly spin echo (section 3.3.3) pulse sequences were used. In the case 
of 51V and 27A1 only CYCLOPS phase cycling was employed. CYCLOPS phase 
cycling was introduced by Hoult and Richards*17).
After stopping the acquisition, the collected data is saved on the computer 
hard disk and processing of the data can be performed by retrieving it from the disk.
3.3.5 Data Manipulation.
After collection, the data is processed in order to get a conventional 
absorption spectrum which allows the interpretation of the spectrum. Basic data 
processing consists of exponential multiplying, Fourier transformation, phasing and 
baseline correction.
One can begin processing by left shift (LS) to remove the dead time of the 
FID. An exponential multiplying which multiplies the FID by exp(-at) is applied in 
order to improve the Signal/ Noise ratio, where a  is given as a line broadening 
parameter in Hz. But exponential multiplying broadens the line width (FWHM) by 
LB. Then Fourier transformation of the FID gives the frequency dependent spectrum 
to which the phasing and baseline correction are applied.
3.4. Variable Temperature Experiments.
MAS and static variable temperature experiments for 89Y nucleus in 
substituted YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_8 and YBa2(Cu1_yMy)40 8 samples were carried out
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using the Bruker DB MAS probe over the temperature range 100-400K.
For high temperature experiments dry compressed air or N2 gas is required. 
The temperature control unit(5) is connected to the probe thermocouple and heater. 
The bearing gas is used to heat the sample by passing through the probe heater. In 
the case of low temperature experiments, dry nitrogen gas must be used. The sample, 
spinning or static, is cooled by passing the bearing gas through the heat exchanger 
loop which is immersed into the 251 liquid nitrogen dewar. The desired temperature 
and spinning rate can be adjusted with the temperature control unit and pneumatic 
unit systems, respectively.
3.5. T| Measurements.
When a spin system is perturbed from equilibrium, the system relaxes back 
by an energy transfer to the lattice. A theoretical description of T , has been given 
in section 2.3.
There are many pulse techniques for measuring spin lattice relaxation time. 
These techniques are described in detail elsewhere(18). In this study the Saturating 
Comb method has been used to determine the 89Y spin lattice relaxation tim e in 
substituted YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_5 and YBa2(Cu,_yMy)40 8 using the spin echo pulse 
sequence since T , is rather long typically around 10s. It is best for samples having 
a long T ,, because there is a short waiting time between the pulses in this method. 
First the spin system is saturated by applying a series of identical (tt/2) pulses with 
a short delay x ' between pulses. Where nT '<T| and t '> T 2. At a variable tim e t 
after this pulse train, a n/2 pulse or a spin echo train is applied and the 
z-magnetization is thus monitored. The saturation comb sequence followed by a  spin
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echo is shown in fig.3.10. The time dependence of the z-magnetization is then 
expressed by equation (section 2.3)
M .-M .d -«  T')
(3.7)
8,Y T j measurements were performed with a series o f experiments with 
different NS (Number of Scans) and t values. Mz values w ere obtained from the 
Fourier transformed FID signal by taking the signal intensity. The Mz value for the 
case of t=4Tj was taken as M0. The equation 3.7 can be written as
(3.8)
M
whence the slope of the plot of ln(M0-M z) versus t gives -1 /T ,.
3.6. Sample Preparation and Characterisation.
The superconducting properties of the copper oxide compounds are very 
sensitive to the preparation method, annealing time and temperature. Therefore, the 
preparation procedure should be followed carefully. After the preparation it is 
necessary to check the sample quality from the structural and superconducting point 
of views. X-ray powder pattern and A.C. susceptibility are the basic methods to 
determine the crystal structure phase purity and transition temperature of the 
superconducting sample, respectively.
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3.6.1. Sample Preparation.
The samples of YBa2(CU|_xMx)3 0 7_g (M=V,Fe,Co,Ni,Zn,Al and Ga) and 
YBa2(Cu1_yMy)4Og (M=Fe and Zn) were prepared via the solid state reaction 
method.
3.6.1.1. Preparation of YBa.(Cu. -M.I.O.
Stoichiometric amounts of YjC^.Bi^COj.CuO and substituent oxides 
(V20 5,Fe20 3.CoO,NiO,ZnO.Al20 3 and Ga203) were mixed and ground. The 
resulting sample was calcined twice in air at 900- 950°C for 18-24 hours and the 
pulverised sample was pressed into pellets. These pellets were annealed under 
flowing oxygen at 925°C for 15 hours. Then the temperature was lowered to 600°C 
at which the sample was annealed for 5 hours. After that the sample was allowed to 
cool slowly to room temperature. The resulting pellets were pulverised in order to 
carry out XRD, A.C. susceptibility and NMR measurements. The prepared samples 
were stored in a desiccator.
Superconducting YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og (M=Fe and Zn; y=0, 0.009, 0.018 and 
0.03) samples have been prepared at one atmosphere oxygen pressure using a two 
step process first developed by Cava et al(,9).
First YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7^  (where x-0 , 0.012, 0.024 and 0.04; and 8-0.5) 
samples were prepared from the stoichiometric amounts of Y20 3,Ba2C 0 3,C u0 and 
substituent oxides (Fe20 3 and ZnO) without annealing under flowing oxygen. Then 
the stoichiometric amounts of YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_g and CuO were mixed to
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provide YBa2(Cuj_yMy)4Og (y=3x/4). After that, as a flux, an equal volume of 
Na2C03 was added to the resulting mixture and ground. Finally the mixture was 
annealed under flowing oxygen at 800°C fo r 4  days and allowed to cool slowly to 
room temperature.
3.62. X-Ray Diffraction.
The XRD powder pattern method using a Phillips Powder Diffractometer has 
been used to determine the crystal structures of superconducting 
YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_g and YBa2(Cu1_yMy)4Og compounds. CuKa  radiation was 
used with a k*1.54178A.
A typical XRD powder pattern of orthorhombic YBa2Cu30 7_g is given in 
fig.3.11. The (200),(020) and (006) peaks correspond to the lattice parameters a,b 
and c.respectively. In the case of the orthorhombic structure, the calculated lattice 
parameters from these peaks are a=3.827,b=3.882 and c= l 1.682A. The splitting of 
the (013) and (103) and also (020) and (200) peaks simply indicate that the structure 
is orthorhombic. It is well known and agreed that for V,Ni and Zn substitution the 
structure remains orthorhombic whereas for Fe,Co,Al and Ga substitution the 
structure changes from orthorhombic to tetragonal with a small amount of 
substitution (2-2.5%)(20,2I). The detailed results and discussion of the O -T  transition 
for those substitutions are given in section 4.2.
In fig.3.12, the XRD powder pattern is presented for YBa2Cu4Og. The 
(200),(020) and (0014) peaks in the case of YBa2Cu4Og correspond to the 
(200),(020) and (006) peaks in the powder pattern of YBa2Cu30 7_g and the 
corresponding lattice parameters are a«3.8364,b«3.8635 and C-27.2083A which are
76
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in good agreement with references(22,23). In YBa2(Cu1_yZny)40 8 the structure 
rem ains orthorhombic and lattice parameters do not change with doping (up to 
y=0.03). For YBa2(Cu1_yFey)4Og, the structure is still orthorhombic with y=0.03 but 
the lattice parameters become similar. For Fe the structure probably undergoes an 
orthorhombic to tetragonal transition for 4-3% dopant concentration (see section 3.2).
3.6.3. A.C. Susceptibility.
Two unique characteristics of the superconducting state, namely, zero 
resistance and perfect diamagnetism are two classical ways to determine the 
transition temperature of a superconductor. Since the susceptibility technique is a 
bulk and therefore the preferred method, A.C. Susceptibility has been used in order 
to carry out the critical temperature, Tc, measurements. The A.C. Susceptibility 
m ethod is based on the behaviour of perfect diamagnetism of the superconducting 
state.
The A.C. Susceptibility system has one primary coil and two secondary coils. 
The secondary coils situated inside the primary coil are connected in series and in 
a direction opposite to each other. All the coils are located in a cryostat in which the 
cooling takes place. Fig.3.13 displays the basic schematic diagram of the A.C. 
Susceptibility system. The sample sits in one of the secondary coils. An alternating 
current is applied to the primary coil, an e.m.f will be created in the secondary coils. 
Total e.m.f.c, is
0 .9 )
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Fig.3.13. Basic schematic diagram of the A.C. susceptibility system.
KO
Total e is observed by varying the temperature. Because of the perfect diamagnetic 
behaviour of the superconducting sample inside the first secondary coil, e j - e 2 will 
start decreasing just below Tc. This is shown in fig.3.14 for YBa2Cu30 7_5. In this 
measurement the sharpness of the superconducting transition displays the sample 
quality.
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Fig.3.14. A.C. susceptibility vs. temperature curve for YBa2Cu30 7.
X2
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Chapter 4. YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_g System.
4.1. Introduction to YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_6 System.
Some basic properties of Y l^ C ^ O -^ g  and the effects of substitution for Cu 
in this system have already been discussed in chapter 1. There have been many 
studies on substitution for Cu in this system*1-5) investigating structural and 
superconducting properties. The mechanism responsible for the reduction in Tc with 
substitution for Cu is still not understood. For some substitutions (Fe.Co, A1 and Ga) 
the existence of a true structural transition from orthorhombic to tetragonal has been 
questioned*6-8*. Site occupancy studies by using the techniques other than NMR have 
been introduced in chapter 1. The results of these can be summarized as: (1) Co, A1 
and Ga occupy the Cu(l) site whereas Ni goes onto the Cu(2) site. (2) For Zn it is 
mostly agreed that substitution occurs in the Cu(2) site. (3) Fe substitutes into both 
sites but mostly into the Cu(l) site. (4) The situation regarding vanadium substitution 
is not yet clear although it appears to be pentavalent*9* and could occupy the Cu(2) 
site as reported by Shringi et al(10).
In this chapter, first the structural and superconducting properties of 
substituted YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7 are given in section 4.2 where XRD and A.C. 
susceptibility results are presented. 89Y MAS NMR data (shift and relaxation rate) 
in substituted YBa2(Cui_xMx)30 7 are presented and discussed in sections 4.3 and
4.5, taking into consideration other NMR work and theoretical studies on this system. 
89Y NMR evidence for a true O-T transition for substitution of Fe, Co, Ga and A1 
is provided in section 4.4. In section 4.6, the correlations between Tc and 89Y shift 
for chain site substitution and between Tc and relaxation for the plane site
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substitution are given. Also 51V and 27A1 NMR data are presented and discussed in 
sections 4.7 and 4.8 for V and A1 doped YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7, respectively. Section 
4.9 is the general discussion of the work presented here for this system.
4.2. XRD Results and Transition Temperatures.
As mentioned in chapter 3 XRD measurements have been carried out to 
identify the crystal structure of substituted YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_8 (M=V, Fe, Co, Ni, 
Zn, Ga and Al) samples. It has been observed that for some of the substitutions (Fe, 
Co, Ga and Al) XRD powder patterns present a tetragonal structure for x>0.025. As 
an example XRD powder patterns in YBa2(Cu1_xCox)30 7_8 for 20=45-50 are 
displayed in fig.4.1. They show that the splitting of the (200) and (020) peaks 
disappears for x>0.025 as the structure becomes tetragonal. Also XRD powder 
patterns of YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_8 (where M=Cu, V, Ni, Zn, Fe, Co, G a and Al; and 
x=4).l) are presented in fig.4.2 with 20=45-50. Again the nonexistence of the 
splitting of the (020) and (200) peaks shows that the structure is tetragonal for Fe, 
Co, Ga and Al substitution. For other substitutions (V, Ni and Zn) the structure 
remains orthorhombic. There have been many structural studies in substituted 
YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_5(1_4,11). Our XRD results are in good agreement with these 
studies.
Transition temperature measurements have been performed by using A.C. 
susceptibility (see section 3.6.3) in substituted YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_8 (M=V, Fe, Co, 
Ni, Zn, Ga and Al). The transition temperatures as a function o f dopant concentration 
are plotted in fig.4.3(a) for Fe, Co, Ga and Al and fig.4.3(b) for Zn, Ni and V 
substitution in YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_8. All substitutions reduce Tc but with very
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Fig.4.2. XRD powder patterns for YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7 with 20=45-50. Where x=0.1 
and M=Cu, V. Ni, Zn. Fe. Co, Ga and Al.
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Fig.4 .3(a). The transition temperatures as a function of dopant concentration x for 
Al, Ga. Fe and Co substitution in Y B a jiC u ^ M ^O y .T h e  lines are drawn to guide 
the eye.
KH
Fig.4.3(b). The transition temperatures as a function of dopant concentration x for 
V, Ni and Zn substitution in YBa2(Cu,_nM|l) j0 7. The lines are drawn to guide the 
eye.
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different rates as given in table.4.1. The largest reduction rates are ~7K/% for Zn 
substitution on the plane site and SK/% for Co substitution on the chain site. Doping 
with V only slightly reduces the Tc. Transition temperature results presented here are 
in agreement with the data published elsewhere(1,2,4) to within experimental errors.
Table: 4.1. The reduction rates in Tc for a variety o f substitutions in
y b ^ (C u1. , m , ) , o 7^ .
Substitution A1 Ga Fe Co V Ni Zn
ATe/AxCKAUI&S 1.3 2.0 4.0 5.0 0.5 3.0 7.0
«.3. **Y shifts.
4.3.1. General.
The measured shift, S=K+o, is the sum of a Knight shift contribution K, and 
o  the chemical shift The Knight shift has two contributions: orbital Korb and spin 
Ks. The spin contribution is temperature dependent and related to the static spin 
susceptibility x* as K ,(T)»axs(T) where a  is the hyperfine coupling constant.
In an early 89Y NMR study of YBa2Cu30 7(12) (Where the total shift was 
observed as S=-103 ppm) it was suggested that the Chemical shift contribution is 
about 200 ppm and thus the Knight shift is -300  ppm. Although the existence of the 
negative Knight shift was first questioned theoretically(l3\  finally it was agreed that 
the 89Y shift in Y l^ C ^ O y  was negative(14-16). It is now generally accepted that 
the chemical shift of orthorhombic YBa^UjO-; is close to +200ppm(17-20) (for a 
detailed discussion see reference 21). For YBa2Cu30 7 the Knight shift is -303ppm 
(±10ppm) and the changes with substitution and with temperature are likely to be
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due to the changes in Knight shift.
4.3.2. Room Temperature Results and Discussion.
The effect of Co substitution on the 89Y spectrum at room temperature is 
shown in figure 4.4. In addition to the broadening produced by substitution, the shift 
becomes more positive as Co is added. The line broadening effect is probably due 
to the disorder in the structure produced by substitution. The same effect was also 
obtained in 89Y spectra of the oxygen depleted Y B a ^ U jO -^  samples(12). As seen 
from fig.4.4, for Co doped YBa2Cu307_8 samples an unknown phase appears at 
about 80 ppm. This phase was also seen in the other Cu site substituted 
Y B ^C ujO j. j  and in Pr and Nd doped YBajC iijO ,^*22'. In fig.4.5 8,Y NMR shifts 
at room temperature vs. dopant concentration, x, are plotted for a variety of 
substitutions. All substitutions increase the 89Y shift but with different rates; for Ni, 
Zn and V substitution the changes in shift are small whereas for Al, Co, Fe, and Ga 
substitution much more marked shift changes are observed. For these latter 
substitutions where the atoms are known to go on the chain sites and where the 
structure changes from orthorhombic to tetragonal a linear variation of shift with 
concentration is observed with the largest shift increase being for Co and the 
smallest for Al. Extrapolation of the shift to x*0 for all these substitutions gives 
-90±2 ppm rather than the undoped YBa2Cu30 7 shift o f  -103±1 ppm(12). This is 
probably because of the change in the chemical shift as the structure changes from 
orthorhombic to tetragonal. The discussion on O-T transition with these substitutions 
is given in section 4.4.
The 89Y shift in YBa2Cu30 7 has been interpreted theoretically by several
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Fij.4.4. m Y MAS NMR spectra in YBa2<Cu1_„Co,>ja7 with x-0-0.1. The asterisks 
denote an unknown phase.
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Fig.4.5. 89Y shift at room temperature vs. concentration x for YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7 
with M=Co. Ga. Fe, Al, V, Ni and Zn.
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authors (see section 2.5.3) in terms of the transferred hyperfine field, D, from the 8 
nearest neighbour Cu(2) sites as<23)
"K - 8D X. (4.1)
where Xq is the spin susceptibility. Within this model substitution onto the Cu(2) site 
might be expected to change K since there would no longer be 8 Cu(2) neighbours 
acting coherently. Although there is a small reduction in total shift experimentally 
observed with the plane site substitutions Ni and Zn, it is much smaller than would 
be predicted from this model as seen in table.4.2 unless Xo also changes with 
increasing x.
Table: 4.2. The comparison of the experimental and the theoretical (in terms 
of transferred hyperfine field) values of total shift for the case of Ni and Zn 
substitution in YBa2Cu30 7_s.
X
Calculated 
Shift* (ppm)
Observed Shift(ppm)
For Ni For Zn
0.025 -8 9 -98±3 -96±3
0.050 -78 -92±3 -95±3
0.100 -55 -89±3 -92±3
* Note that the chemical shift was taken as 200 ppm.
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4.3.3. Temperature Dependence.
4.3.3.1. Results.
The 89Y shift against temperature for Co substitution in 
YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_5 is plotted for a range of x=0-10% dopant concentration in 
fig.4.6. Similar data for Al, Ga and V substitutions are given in figures 4.7, 4.8 and 
4.9, respectively, for a range of substitution compositions (0-10%). The temperature 
dependence of the shift for various substitutions at the 2.5% level is shown in 
fig.4.10, and in fig.4.11 for 5% substitution together with the shift for pure 123 (this 
work and references 12 and 22). Once again the behaviour splits into two groups. 
For the substitutions on the chain site Al, Co, Fe, and Ga the shift increases with 
decreasing temperature whereas for Ni and Zn it becomes more negative having a 
fairly similar temperature dependence to the pure fully oxygenated YBa2Cu30 7. The 
vanadium substituted sample has a shift at room temperature close to that o f Ni and 
Zn doped YBa2Cu30 7 (it is still orthorhombic) but it increases with decreasing 
temperature in a similar fashion to that of the Co, Fe, Al and Ga substituted samples.
The MAS width is shown as a function of temperature in fig 4 .12(a) for 2.5% 
Al, Co, Ga, and Zn substitution together with that for pure YBa2Cu3Q 7, and in fig 
4.12(b) for Fe, Ni and V substituted material. At room temperature the width of the 
cobalt substituted sample, ~900Hz, is slightly greater than that for Al, 8S0Hz, or Fe 
and Ni,~800Hz, substitution with Zn substitution having least effect on the line 
width,~600Hz. The width increases with decreasing temperature in all these samples, 
increasing most rapidly for Fe and Ni and least rapidly for Zn. It is of interest that 
the width o f pure YBa2Cu30 7 is also temperature dependent increasing from ~150Hz 
at 380K to -280H z at 180K.
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Fig.4.6. 89Y shift as a function of temperature in Y B ajiC u^C o^Q ; with x«0-0.1.
The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig-4.7. K9Y shift as a function of temperature in YBa2(Cu,_xAlx)30 7 with x«0-0.1.
The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig.4.K. 89Y shift as a function of temperature in YBa2(Cu,_xGax)30 7 with x-0-0.1.
The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig.4.9. M9Y shift as a function of temperature in Y B a ^ C u ^ V ^ O j with x-0-0.1.
The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
Fig.4.10. The temperature dependence of the ""Y NMR shift for the 2.5% substituted
samples. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fij.4.11. The temperature dependence of the “"Y NMR shift for the 5if substituted
samples. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig.4.12(a). The 8,Y MAS NMR line width in YBajCujO, and for 2.5» AI.Co.Ga
and Zn substituted YBa2C’u ,07. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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4.3.3.;. Discussion.
4.3.3.2.(a) Chain Site Substitution.
Figure 4.6 (for Co) clearly shows that the temperature dependence of the 
shifts increases as the dopant concentration increases from 0 to 2.5 %. The shift 
increases with decreasing temperature for the chain site substitutions (Co, Al, Ga and 
Fe) (figures 4 .6 ,4.7,4.8, 4.10 and 4.11) with dopant concentrations more than 2.5% 
and shows a qualitatively similar behaviour to that observed for oxygen depleted 
123(,M7). This temperature dependence of shifts for the chain site substitutions 
might be due to the changes in N(EF) as was suggested*12) for oxygen depleted 
Y B ^ C u jO ^  samples. Therefore this indicates that the mechanism responsible for 
temperature dependent behaviour for both chain site substituted and oxygen depleted 
YBa2Cu30 7_g systems might be the same.
A 89Y NMR study of cobalt doped YBa^U jO ? using a static sample which 
had been magnetically aligned has recently been reported*24*. The isotropic shift 
deduced from their parallel and perpendicular shift values for pure YBa2Cu3Q 7 is 
fairly similar to that presented here (e.g fig.4.6) and elsewhere*12,22*. However for 
doped samples they found an isotropic shift which depended only weakly on 
concentration and which showed little or no temperature dependence contrary to the 
data in fig.4.6. In their static aligned samples cobalt doping caused a significant 
increase in the line width to -5kH z for 4% Co. These large line widths might 
obscure the relatively small changes in shift.
In Magic Angle Spinning experiments homogeneous broadening which is less 
than the spinning speed (typically 3kHz) is narrowed, nevertheless the line width 
increases with decreasing temperature for all samples. Thus broadening is present
104
which cannot be narrowed by spinning. For the substitutions on the chain sites the 
line width follows an approximately Curie type temperature dependence over a factor 
of about 2.5 in 1/T and a plot of the width versus 1/T is shown in fig 4.13 for 2.5% 
Al, Co and Ga substitution together with that for pure YBa2Cu3 0 7. It is interesting 
to note that the line width of the pure YBa2Cu30 7 is also approximately Curie like 
with a temperature independent contribution to the line width o f ~50Hz, much closer 
than the room temperature width to that expected for a non magnetic crystalline 
yttrium compound. The line width for the Co substituted sample at any given 
temperature is only slightly larger than that for Al or Ga substitution and for these 
chain site substitutions the width extrapolates roughly to the (extrapolated) line width 
of pure YBajCujO; at infinite temperature. The effect of static magnetic moments 
such as Co in the sample would be to produce spinning sidebands rather than the 
large broadening observed here. In any case the widths o f the Al and Ga substituted 
samples, where magnetic moments are not produced by the substitution, are very 
similar to the Co doped sample. For the undoped Y BajC^O y.g it is possible that 
small variations in oxygen stoichiometry could produce a temperature dependent line 
width via the different temperature dependencies of the shift as the oxygen content 
is changed with for instance a stoichiometry variation of 0.01-0.02 being sufficient 
if the 89Y NMR shift variation with oxygen content is linear from 5=*0.0 to 0.15. 
However the broadening is so large for the chain site doped samples that variable 
oxygen stoichiometry or concentration fluctuations in the doping cannot be the cause 
of the broadening. A possible cause of the temperature dependent broadening is via 
the RKKY interaction combined with the disorder present in these samples which 
would not be narrowed by spinning.
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Fig.4.13. The 89Y MAS NMR line width vs. 1/T for YBa2Cu30 7 and for 2.5% Al.
Co and Ga substituted YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7.
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4.3.3.2.(b) Plane Site Substitution (Zn and Ni).
As shown in figures 4.10 and 4.11 the temperature dependence of the shift 
for Zn and Ni substitution is similar to that of YBajC^O-j. They all (Zn and Ni 
doped YBa2Cu307_6 and also pure fully oxygenated YBa2Cu307_g) show nearly 
temperature independent behaviour. For Zn, recently a similar temperature 
dependence of the 89Y shift was observed in static measurements*25*. In that study*25 * 
the temperature dependence of shift for oxygen depleted, Zn substituted 
YBa2Cu30 7_s samples was presented and a similar temperature dependence 
behaviour to oxygen depleted pure YBa2Cu30 7_g was observed.
In fig.4.14 the width versus 1/T is plotted for pure YBa2Cu30 7_g and 2.5% 
and 5% Zn substituted Y B ajC ^O ^g. It clearly shows that the line width variation 
for zinc substitution is also rather different from that of the chain site substitutions, 
since it has a much smaller slope and extrapolates to a width of ~270Hz at 1/T-O 
for 2.5% Zn. The effect of the zinc is to produce a fairly large temperature 
independent contribution to the broadening as well as the temperature dependent 
term observed in all doped samples. Measurements for a 5% Zn substituted sample 
show that this contribution scales roughly with concentration. For the Ni doped 
samples the line width varies more rapidly with temperature than for Zn or for the 
substitutions on the chain sites. The reason for this is not clear.
4,3.12,(v) v Substitution.
As seen in fig 4.9 the temperature dependences of the 89Y shift for V 
substituted samples are very similar to that of the chain site substitutions. As the 
substitution composition increases the temperature dependence increases. This
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Fig.4.14. The 89Y MAS NMR line width vs. \fT for pure YBa2Cu30 7 and for 2.5%
and 5% Zn substituted YBa2(CU|_xZnx)307.
implies that vanadium also substitutes on the chain sites even though the structure 
remains orthorhombic.
4.4. Evidence for O-T Transition for Fe, Co, Ga and Al Substitutions.
Structural studies by X-ray diffraction(1-4) and Neutron diffraction(2,411) 
experiments showed that the average structure of substituted Y I ^ C ^ O ;  with a 
small amount of Fe, Co, Ga and Al substitutions (2-3%) becomes tetragonal. 
However it is claimed that this appearance of tetragonal structure from XRD is due 
to the micro-twinning. Therefore further study was required to investigate the O-T 
transition. We believe that 89Y MAS NMR is a good probe to study this O-T 
transition as the chemical shift is sensitive to the structure only to a distance of ~5A 
from the Y site.
As noted in section 4.3.2 (from fig.4.5) for Fe, Co, Ga and Al substitutions 
the shift varies linearly with concentration for x^2.5 and extrapolates to -90±2ppm 
at room temperature for x=0.
89Y MAS NMR shifts at room temperature are plotted in fig.4.15 as a 
function of dopant concentration for Co, Ga, Al and V substitutions, including some 
data for x<0.025. As seen a linear variation of shift with concentration for 
concentration of substituent more than 2.3% is observed and for all the substitutions 
except V extrapolations of the shifts to x=0 give -90  ppm whereas for less than 
2.3% concentration the curve (for Co and Al) extrapolate to the undoped YBa^UjO? 
shift value of -103 ppm. Similar behaviour was observed at 200K as shown in 
fig.4.16. For substitution more than 2.5% the shift varies linearly with Co, Al, Ga 
and V substitution and once again the difference between the extrapolated values for
109
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Fig.4.15. 89Y shift at room temperature as a function of the dopant concentration x 
for YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7 with M=Co, Ga, Al and V.
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samples changing the structure (Co, Al, Ga) (-75 ppm) and for V which does not 
change the structure(-88 ppm) is 13 ppm. The difference between the values from 
the extrapolation of the lines (-75 ppm) for x>2.5% and from the extrapolation o f the 
curves (-118 ppm) for x<2.5% is 43 ppm. This is because the temperature 
dependence of the shift for x£2.5% is different from that for x<2.5% as seen in 
fig.4.6 and 4.9 for Co and V substitution, respectively. This 13 ppm difference in 
figures 4.15 and 4.16 can be attributed as due to the change in chemical shift as the 
structure changes from orthorhombic to tetragonal. In fig.4.17 a plot of the 89Y 
chemical shift change with Co substitution at room temperature, calculated from 
fig.4.15, is presented. The chemical shift varies for the low concentration rates 
(x<0.025) in a similar way to the changes in the a and b lattice param eters^ and 
becomes 213 ppm by 2.5%.
In fig.4.18 Tc versus 89Y shift data at room temperature for Co and Al doped 
Y B a ^ ^ O ^ g  are plotted with x as the implicit parameter. For x<0.025 the shift 
changes faster than the Tc whereas for x>0.025 the shift and the Tc are very well 
correlated. This correlation is discussed in section 4.6. The faster shift change for 
x<0.025 is most probably because of the contribution coming from the chemical shift 
change as the structure changes from orthorhombic to tetragonal. One can easily find 
out the change in chemical shift by using AS»AK+Ao. Where AK=(dK/dx)x and 
dK/dx values were calculated from fig.4.5 as 7±0.5 and 2±0.4 ppm/% for Co and Al, 
respectively. Thus the change in chemical shift is 13±2 ppm for 2.5% substitution 
of both Co and Al.
The 89Y chemical shift is sensitive only to changes in the local environment, 
which differs in the tetragonal structure from that in the orthorhombic material with
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Fig.4.17. 89Y chemical shift at room temperature as a function of the dopant 
concentration x for YBa2(Cu1_xCox)30 7.
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Fig.4.IK. Tc versus 89Y shift at room temperature for Co and Al substituted 
YBa2C u ,0 7 with x as the implicit parameter.
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small changes in the bond distances (for example Y-Cu(2) bond distances are 3.2197 
and 3.194A for orthorhombic YBa2Cu30 7 and Co doped tetragonal YBa2Cu30 7, 
respectively). The explanation for a 13 ppm shift change for concentrations of 
substituent greater than -2.5% (from the extrapolations of the lines in fig.4.15 and 
4.16; and from the calculation in fig 4.18) is the existence of a true O -T  transition.
4.5. ^Y Spin Lattice Relaxation.
4.5.1. Results.
The spin-lattice relaxation rates at room temperature for Ga, Al, Fe and Co 
substitution are shown in figure 4.19(a) and for Zn.Ni.V in figure 4.19(b). The 
relaxation rate decreases with dopant concentration for Ga, Al, Fe and Co 
substitution but increases for Zn.Ni and V substitution with the largest changes being 
for Co and Zn substitutions respectively. For 10% Zn substitution the relaxation rate 
has increased by a factor of 2, whilst for 10% Co it has halved. An early study of 
89Y resonance of Zn and Ga substitution at room temperature has presented(26) 
similar results on shift (section 4.3.2) and relaxation.
The plot of the relaxation rates is shown in fig.4.20 as (TjT) versus 
temperature for 2.5% Co and Zn doped YBa2Cu30 7_ j together with that for 
undoped YBa2Cu30 7. T , values of undoped YBa2Cu30 7 at 200 and 380K were 
taken from reference 12.
4.52. Discussion.
Chain Siw Swtaitoitiw.
For simple metals the Knight shift and relaxation time T , are related through
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Fig.4.19(a). kwY spin lattice r e la tio n  rales al room lemperature versus concentradon 
for Oa. Al. Fe and Co substituted YBajCujO,. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig.4.19(b). S9Y spin lattice relaxation rates at room temperature versus concentration 
for Zn. Ni and V substituted YBajCujO^. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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YBa2(C u1_IM ,)807
Fig.4.20. (T,T) as function of temperature for 2.5% Co and Zn substituted 
YBa^CujO-j and for pure YI^Cu^C};. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
1 IK
the Koninga relation K ^T ^co n stan t and table 4.3 shows that this relation is obeyed 
as x increases in Co substituted YBa2(Cu1_xCox)30 7. (Uncertainties in K resulting 
from any uncertainty in a  are much smaller than the uncertainty in T t). The smaller 
changes in relaxation and correspondingly shift for the other substitutions on the 
Cu(l) chain site are also consistent with a Korringa type of variation as shown in 
tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for Fe, A1 and Ga substitution, respectively. This behaviour 
indicates that the dominant cause of the change in shift and relaxation for chain site 
substitution is a reduction in the N(EF)
In fig.4.21 m K2T jT  is plotted as a function of temperature for 2.5% Co 
doped YBa2Cu30 7_8 and for undoped YBa2Cu30 7. As seen for 2.5% C o  doped 
YBa2Cu30 7_s the behaviour is not Korringa like whereas for undoped 
YBa2Cu30 7_5 K ^jTsconstant is obeyed.
Hans Silt Stftatiwwn,
The increase in relaxation rate is the most marked effect of these substitutions 
and since the shift changes very little there must be some additional source of 
relaxation present which does not cause a change in shift In general one can write 
the relaxation rate arising from a fluctuating field, Bloc, as
n'-r'iLt ‘4J>
For substitution in the CuO plane the B)oc could arise from the fluctuating 
components of the transferred hyperfine field of the Cu(2) ions no longer cancelling 
at the Y site, i.e. a simple estimate of B)oc would be D which is 3 kG(27) in 
YBa^CujO?. If x is taken as the spin fluctuation lifetime in the MMP model(23) then
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Tabic: 4.3. K ^ jT  versus dopant concentration for YBa2(Cu,_xCox)30 7 at
room temperature.
X SHIFT(ppm)
±5ppm
K(ppm)*
ilOppm
T, (I) KaT,T*10^
(ppm2s.K)
0.0 -103 -303 1111.5 3.010.3
0.025 -70 -283 1312 3.110.3
0.05 -55 -268 1512 3.210.3
0.10 -20 -233 2012 3.210.3
Table: 4.4. K ^ T  versus dopant concentration for YBa2(Cu1_xFex)30 7 at 
room temperature.
X SHIFT(ppm) 
±5ppm
K(ppm)*
llO ppm
T, (•) KaT,T*10*
(ppm2s.K)
0.0 -103 -303 1111.5 3.010.3
0.025 -84 -297 1212 3.110.3
0.05 -76 -289 1312 3.210.3
0.10 -55 -268 1512 3.210.3
*Note that the chemical shift o  changes by 13ppm between x«0 and x»0.025.
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Table: 4.5. K ^ T  versus dopant concentration for YBa^Cui.gAl^O ; at
room temperature.
X SHIFT(ppm)
±5ppm
K(ppm)*
HOppm
T , (a) K2T 1T*108
(ppmJa.K)
0.0 -103 -303 11±1.5 3.0±0.3
0.025 -85 -298 12±2 3.2±0.3
0.05 -81 -294 13±2 3.310.3
0.10 -70 -283 15±2 3.510.3
Table: 4.6. K ^ T  versus dopant concentration for YBa2(Cu1_xGax)30 7 at 
room temperature.
X SHIFT(ppm)
±5ppm
K(ppm)*
llOppm
T , (a) K2T,T*108
(ppm2s.K)
0.0 -103 -303 1111.5 3.010.3
0.025 -81 -294 11.512 3.010.3
0.05 -72 -285 1212 2.910.3
0 .1 0 -55 -268 1312 2.810.3
‘Note that the chemical shift o  changes by 13ppm between x -0  and x-0.025.
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YBa2(Cu1_ xMx) a07
Fig.4.21. K2T ,T  as function of temperature for 2.5%  Co substituted YBa2C u ,0 7 and 
for pure YBa2Cu30 7.
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for YBa2Cu30 7 x - h/Tsf ~4.8xl0- 14s(28) and a (dT,- 1/dc) of 2.5s- 1 is predicted in 
qualitative agreement with the observed values of 1.1s-1 (Zn) and -0.58s-1 (Ni). 
However the small shift seems to militate against this explanation. An alternative 
explanation which might provide a consistent interpretation for both the shift and 
relaxation is that local moments are being formed in the C u02 plane and that these 
provide the B)oc. Magnetic susceptibility measurements of Zn and Ni doped 
YBa2Cu30 7 give strong evidence for the formation of moments* 1,29\  as does the 
Cu(2) NMR of Warren et al(30), although the  magnitude of the susceptibility implies 
that each Zn atom produces more than one spin half magnetic moment. An alternate 
way of describing the increased relaxation is to note that the form factor will be 
modified by substitutions in the C u0 2 p lane which destroy the symmetry at the 
yttrium site and thus increase the relaxation. It is clear from the measurements 
nonetheless that the mechanism for the increase of T j-1 is different for Ni and Zn 
substitution than for Al, Co, Fe and Ga.
4.6. Correlation Between Tc and **Y NMR Data (Shift and Relaxation).
4.6.1. Chain Site Substitution.
As seen from fig.4.18 for Co and A l, there is a linear correlation between the 
reduction in Tc and the change in shift with substitution. For x<0.025 the change in 
shift is faster than that in Tc. As discussed in section 4.4 this is due to the structural 
change from orthorhombic to tetragonal.
Figure 4.22 shows a plot of the rate of the change of shift dK/dx against the 
rate of chance of transition temperature dT^dx. For all the chain site substitutions 
(Co, Ga, Al and V), it can be seen that the points lie on a straight line through the
1 2 3
origin. Since the Knight shift is related to N(EF) (see the equations 2.31 and 2.32 in 
chapter 2), the correlation between the reduction in Tc and the change in shift 
(fig.4.22) indicates that the probable cause of the reduction in Tc for these 
substitutions is the reduction in N(EF). The point for Fe lies above the line, 
i.e.dTp/dx is bigger than expected. However this probably comes from  the fact that 
Fe substitutes on both the C u (l)  chain and Cu(2) plane sites*31_33). As substitutions 
on the plane sites seem to have stronger effect on Tc whilst causing little change in 
shift (see e.g.Ni and Zn discussed in section 4.2), one would expect the point for Fe 
to lie above the line.
In fig 4.23 the shift of YBa2(Cu0 95Coo 05)3O7 (Tc -70K) is plotted against 
that of YBa2Cu30 6 75 (TC«70K) which was linearly interpolated from the shifts of 
YBajCujO j,,, and YBa2Cu30 6 with temperature the implicit parameter. A 
linear relationship is observed w ith a slope of one indicating that the coefficients of 
the temperature dependent term  are the same. Also shown in fig 4.23 is the shift of 
YBajiCuo^jVo 03)307 (TC«89K ) vs. that of YBa2(Cu0.973Al0i025)3O7 (TC-89K). In 
this case despite the change in structure (the A1 doped sample is tetragonal and the 
V doped sample orthorhombic), the temperature dependence of the shifts is identical 
to within error. It is noteworthy that the 89Y shift in YBa2Cu4Os has the same 
temperature dependence as oxygen depleted YBajCujC^.g (8- 0 .2) with the same 
Tc*2,) indicating the close connection between Tc and temperature dependence of the 
susceptibility in these systems. Also very recently a common magnetic behaviour of 
the 89Y shift in the C u-O  layered YBa2Cu30 7_8, YBa2Cu40 8 and 
(Pbo-75Cuo.25)Sr2(Ca |_xYx)Cu20 7 superconductors have been studied by Hanet al(34) 
reporting similar values and temperature dependence of the shift in these different
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Fig.4.22. The reduction in Tc as a function of the change in H9Y shift in 
YBa2(CU|_xMx)30 7 w ith M=Co,Fe.Ga, Al and V.
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Fig.4.23. The MY NMR shift in YB«j Cuj0 675 vs. Y B a jfC u j^C o JjO , (x-0.03) 
which both have TC-70K with temperature as the implicit parameter. Also shown is 
the " Y  NMR shift for YBa2fCu1. ,V I)J0 7  (x -0 .03) vs. Y B aj(Cu,.,A I,)30 7 
(x=0.025), both of which have a TC-89K.
materials having similar Tc values.
4.6.2. Plane site substitution.
In fig.4.24 the rate o f change of Tc w ith concentration dT</dx is plotted 
against the rate of change of relaxation rate dT j-1/dx for plane site substitution (Zn 
and Ni). It can be seen that there exists a straight line through the points for Zn, Ni 
and undoped YBa2Cu307 (the origin). This correlation provides significant support 
for the idea that the cause for the reduction in Tc with plane site substitution is 
magnetic in origin.
4.7. 5IV NMR in YBajlCu^V^O^g.
The 5,V nucleus is 99.76% abundant w ith spin number 1=7/2 (chapter 3). 5,V 
is a  quadrupolar nucleus with a small electric quadrupolar moment. High resolution 
solid state NMR spectra o f 51V can be obtained by using the Magic Angle spinning 
technique^*-35*36*.
51V solid state NMR in YBa2(Cu1_xVx)307 has been obtained with static and 
MAS experiments. The static and MAS 51V NMR spectra in YBa2(Cu1_xVx)307 
(where x=0.025,0.05 and 0.1) are shown in flg.4.25 (a) and (b), respectively. At low 
dopant concentration (2.5%), vanadium is in a  site of axial symmetry, but at 5% 
dopant concentration, both static and spinning 51V spectra show that vanadium 
occupies 2 sites. By 10% dopant concentration only one, approximately isotropic site 
is visible. The difference in shift of the two sites is -9  ppm (from 57 to 66 ppm).
51V spectra in fig.4.25(a) and (b) clearly show the complexity of the 
substitution process. They demonstrate that whilst at low concentrations the
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Fig.4.24. The reduction rate in Tc as a function of the change in relaxation rate 
YBa2(CU|_xMx)-,0 7 with M=Cu, Ni and Zn.
(a)
- ! 1 1 1 1 1
200 100 0 - 1 0 0
ppm
(b)
Fig.4.25. 5,V NMR spectra of YBa2(Cu,_xVx)30 7 with x«0.025.0.05. and x^).10. 
(a) static, (b) spinning at 3.5kHz, asterisks denote the spinning sidebands.
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vanadium occupies a  site o f  axial symmetry, by 5% most of the vanadium atoms are 
in a more symmetric environment similar to that expected for a regular V04 
tetrahedron (such as observed in YVO4) i.e. the vanadium has pulled in an oxygen. 
This indicates that the vanadium is most likely to be substituted on the Cu(l) site 
where it is more easily able to pull in extra oxygen atoms. Mossbauer data have 
shown that iron substitutes on both Cu(l) and Cu(2) sites with relative proportions 
being a sensitive function of preparation conditions(33). For Fe substitution on the 
Cu(l) sites three different local configurations are observed probably corresponding 
to fourfold, fivefold and sixfold ligand coordination in YBajCujO-; with a tetragonal 
structure being observed at higher concentrations*37*. The regular tetrahedral 
environment observed a t higher vanadium concentrations indicates similar behaviour. 
The 51V shift is small and close to insulator values for both sites indicating that 
there is little, if any, susceptibility at the vanadium sites.
4.8.27 Al NMR in YBa^C u^Al^jO ^.
The 27Al nucleus (1=5/2 and 100% abundant) has a quadruple moment of 
0 .149xl0'28 m2. 27Al high resolution solid state NMR has been investigated e.g. in 
aluminium-oxygen compounds*38* alumina-silicates and zeolites*39*, ceramics and 
glasses*68,40,41*. In this study 27A1 MAS NMR has been used in Al substituted 
YBa2<Cu, _XA1X)307 superconductor.
The MAS 27Al NMR spectra in Y B a ^ C u ^ A l , ) ^  (where x-0.025,0.05 and 
0.1) are shown in fig.4.26. Over the range of 2.5-10% Al, the 27Al shift position is 
independent of concentration with a value of 76 ppm. As it can be seen from the 
spectra there is a small peak at I2ppm arising from a small amount of second phase
130
200 100 0ppm
Fig.4.26. !7A1 MAS NMR spectra of YB»2<Cul_IAll >,07 with «HI.023. 0.05. and
0.10. asterisks donate the second phase A !.O v
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AljOj.
The 27A1 spectra shows that aluminium, although occupying a chain site, has 
a relatively symmetric tetrahedral local environment suggesting that extra oxygen 
atoms may have been introduced into the chain layer sites(37). The small 27A1 shift 
indicates that there is very little susceptibility at the aluminium sites.
4.9. General Discussion of YBa2(Cu,_xMx)3 0 7_g System.
XRD data for the substituted samples showed that for V, Ni and Zn the 
structure remains orthorhombic; and that Fe, Co, A1 and Ga substitutions cause a 
structural change from orthorhombic to tetragonal. This behaviour was observed by 
several research groups(,-4,ll) using XRD and Neutron diffraction techniques. There 
were some disagreements about the existence of a true O-T transition(6_8). Our NMR 
measurements as discussed in section 4.4 by observing the change in the chemical 
shift have proved that there exists a true O-T transition with these substitutions.
In table 4.7 89Y NMR data of YBa2(Cu1_xMx)307_g have been summarized 
for a  range o f substitutions by dividing into three groups: (1) Ni and Zn ;(2) Fe, Co, 
A1 and Ga ;(3) V. We now discuss this table for these three different cases.
The 89Y NMR behaviour with Ni and Zn doping is completely different to 
the chain site doping. First there is only a small change in shift at room temperature, 
second in all cases the relaxation increases markedly with concentration of 
substituent, nearly doubling with the addition of -10%  Zn and third the temperature 
dependence of the shift for Zn and Ni substitution is similar to that of YBa2Cu30 7 . 
For these substitutions a dramatic increase in relaxation rate with very small shift 
changes (no Korringa behaviour) suggests that there exists some additional source
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of relaxation rather than changes in the density of states. This is most probably 
fluctuating magnetic fields. Also the correlation between the Tc and relaxation rate 
for Ni and Zn substitution is evidence that these fluctuating magnetic fields are the 
mechanism responsible for the rapid decrease in Tc.
For the chain site substitutions Fe, Co, Ga and A1 ( we consider Fe as a chain 
site substitution since it mostly goes into the chain site) a linear variation in shift and 
a decrease in relaxation rate at room temperature with substitution are consistent with 
Korringa like behaviour, indicating that the density of states at the Fermi level 
(N(EF)) is the dominant source for the change in shift and relaxation. For these 
substitutions the temperature dependence of the shift is similar to that for oxygen 
depleted YBa2Cu30 7_8(12,17) suggesting that there exists a similar mechanism for 
these two systems. The mechanism for the temperature dependent susceptibility 
(K(T)=ax(T)) *n the normal state is not known although there have been several 
attempts at explaining the theoretical explanations of NMR data in 
YBi2C u ,0 7_,(e-*-23>.
As shown in fig 4.18 and 4.22 the reduction in Tc and the shift change are 
very well correlated for the chain site substitution. This suggests that the reduction 
in N(Ef) is the most probable cause for the decrease in Tc with these substitutions. 
In addition there is a close connection between Tc and temperature dependence of 
the shift for the chain site substituted and oxygen depleted YBa2Cu30 7_5 as similar 
temperature dependences are observed for the samples with the same Tcs. Therefore 
this supports the idea that the Tc is related to the spin susceptibility and its 
temperature dependence in the C u02 planes(34).
For vanadium, small changes in shift at room temperature with substitution
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are consistent with the slight reduction in Tc. For V the temperature dependence of 
89Y shift is very similar to that of chain site substituted YBa2(Cu,_xMx)307 (M=Fe, 
Co, Ga and Al) samples. Therefore both 89Y and 51V (section 4.7) NMR data in 
YBa2(Cu1_xVx)307 strongly suggest that the vanadium goes into the chain sites even 
though the structure remains orthorhombic. This is in disagreement with the 57Fe 
Mossbauer study of YBa2(Cu,Fe,V)30 7 of Shringi et al(10) who has suggested that 
V could occupy the Cu(2) site. It might be that addition of Fe modifies the behaviour 
of V since even for pure V doping 2 sites were evident. The increased relaxation and 
broadening of the 89Y line in YBa2(Cu1_xVx)30 7_g suggest that some of the 
vanadium has a valence other than V5+ and is magnetic and thus unobservable in a 
51V NMR experiment.
From the Cu NQR studies of Zn doped YBa2Cu30 7_g(42) it was found 
(consistent with our 89Y data) that Zn mainly substitutes into the Cu(2) site. 63Cu 
NMR data have been reported^30* for YBa2Cu30 7  doped with small amounts of Zn, 
Al and Ga substitutions. Their data are also consistent with that Al and G a substitute 
into the Cu(l) site and Zn into the Cu(2) site. In that study it was found that the Zn 
substitution in to the Cu(2) plane site leads to the formation of local moments on 
nearby sites. It was also suggested that the local moments lead to more rapid 
"metal-like" local Held fluctuations at intermediate distances from the impurity (via 
the RKKY exchange interaction). These are the sources for the disruption of the 
antiferromagnetic fluctuations and thus for the suppression of superconductivity by 
Zn impurities. This explanation of 63Cu NMR data is in good agreement with the 
conclusions made from 89Y data.
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Chapter 5. YBa2(Cii|_yMy)40 8 System.
5.1. Introduction to  YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og System.
As discussed in chapter 1 the structure of YBa2Cu4Og is closely related to 
YBa2Cu30 7_g with an addition of a CuO chain. Therefore it is of interest to make 
a comparative study of substitution effects in the YBa2Cu4Og system.
Substitution effects for Cu in YBa2(Cuj_yMy)4Og (M -e.g. Fe, Co. Ni and Zn) 
have been studied by several research groups*1-7*. A rapid decrease in Tc with Fe 
and Zn substitution was observed*2,3*. Structural properties of Zn and Fe substituted 
YBa2Cu4Og have been investigated by using X -Ray diffraction*1-3,5,7* and high 
resolution transmission electron microscopy*7* where it was found that the crystal 
structure undergoes an orthorhombic to tetragonal transition for 5% Fe substitution. 
Also Mossbauer spectroscopy studies of Fe substituted Y B ^C t^O g have been 
presented by Felner e t al and Boolchand et al*1,3* who reported contradictory results 
on the site occupancy of Fe. For Zn substitution it was assumed*1* that it goes into 
the Cu(2) site. Miyatake et al*3* reported that the Zn substitution does not effect the 
oxygen content. On the other hand the oxygen concentration of Fe doped 
YBa2Cu4Og was assigned as 8+5*1* since Fe has a valence larger than that for Cu 
and therefore attracts extra oxygen.
In this chapter , the effects of the Fe and Zn substitution for Cu in 
YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og are studied. First in section 5.2, XRD and transition temperature 
results are presented and discussed. 89Y data (shift and relaxation rate) of 
YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og are presented and discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4. Section 5.5 
is the general discussion of YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og system.
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5.2. XRD Results and T ransition Tem peratures.
XRD and A.C. susceptibility measurements of fully oxygenated powder 
samples of YBa2(Cu1_yMy)4Og (M=Fe and Zn) have been performed in order to 
determine the crystal structure and transition temperatures, respectively.
As discussed in sec 3.6.2, Y B ajC ^O g possesses an orthorhombic structure. 
In fig.5.1(a) and (b) XRD powder patterns of Zn and Fe doped YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og 
(where y=0-0.03) are illustrated,respectively, in the range of 20=45-50 showing the 
(0014), (020) and (200) peaks. The lattice parameters of YBa2(Cu,_yMy)4Og are 
plotted in fig.5.2(a) and (b) for Zn and Fe substitution, respectively.
For Zn doped YBa2Cu4Og samples XRD powder patterns (fig.5.1(a)) show 
that the crystal structure remains orthorhombic and as seen in fig.5.2(a) there are 
only very small changes in the lattice parameters. For Fe substitution the (020) and 
(0014) peaks move closer together until they nearly overlap with y=0.018. By 3% 
three peaks are almost together and the structure is close to being tetragonal. These 
results are in good agreement with the study by Felner and Brosh(2) who reported 
that the structure becomes tetragonal for y=0.05.
In fig.5.3 the transition temperatures determined from A.C. susceptibility 
measurements are plotted against dopant concentration y in YBa2(Cu1_yMy)4Og 
(where M=Zn and Fe and y=0-0.03). Both Fe and Zn substitutions cause a dramatic 
decrease in Tc with a rate o f about 20K/%. The decreases in Tc are much faster than 
that for Fe and Zn substituted YBa2Cu30 7_g.
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Fig.5.2(a). The lattice parameters of YBa2(Cu1_yZny)40 8 as a function of dopant 
concentration y. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig.5.2fb). The lattice parameters of YBa,(Cut_yFey)40 ,  as a function of dopant 
concentration v. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig-5.3. The transition temperatures as a function of dopant concentration y for Zn 
and Fe substitution in YBa2(Cu,_yMy)40 8. The line is drawn to guide the eye.
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5.3. " Y  Shills.
As discussed in chapter 4 the chemical shift for YBa2C u30 7 is -200 ppm. 
Since in both Y B a ^ ^ O j  and YBa2Cu40 8 the yttrium atom has the same local 
chemical environment, one would expect the chemical shift to be very similar for 
YBa2Cu4Og. As reported(8) the measured shift is -50 ppm, thus the Knight shift is 
—250 ppm. The changes in 89Y shift with substitution and w ith temperature are 
likely to be due to the changes in Knight shift as the structure does not change.
5.3.1. Room Temperature Results and Discussion.
In fig.5.4 and 5.5 89Y MAS NMR spectra of YBa2(Cu1_yMy)40 8 observed 
at room temperature are shown for a range of 0-3%  dopant concentration for Zn and 
Fe substitution, respectively. There is hardly any change in shift w ith Zn substitution, 
but due to the disorder a line broadening was observed as the concentration increases 
for both (Zn and Fe) substitutions. In table 5.1 MAS line widths for 
YBa2(Cu1_yMy)40 8 at room temperature are presented over the  range of 0-3%  
substitution rate. For Fe, this broadening is greater than that for Zn. For Fe 
substitution also two additional peaks due to the additional phases appear at about 
80 and 20 ppm. For Zn substitution the phase at 80 ppm w as observed. The 
compositions of these phases are unknown. The phase at 80 ppm  was also seen in 
some substituted YBa2(Cu1_xMx)30 7_g (Chapter 4) and; in P r and Nd doped 
YBa2Cu30 7_8(9). From the 89Y NMR spectrum of 3% Fe doped YBa2Cu40 8 shown 
in fig.5.5, it appears -50% of the yttrium is in the impurity phases. However these 
phases were not detected by XRD indicating that true amount o f these impurity 
phases is less than 5%. In spectra acquired for shorter delays the relative intensity
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Fig.5.4. **Y MAS NMR spectra in Y B ajiC u^Z ny^O ,, with x-0-0.03. The asterisks 
denote the unknown phase.
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Fig.5.5. 89Y MAS NMR spectra in YBa2(Cu,_yFey)40 8 with x-0-0.03. The asterisks
denote the additional phases.
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of the lines at 80ppm and 20ppm increased indicating that their T , values are shorter 
than that in 3% Fe doped YBa2Cu4Og. T  t for 3% Fe doped YBa2Cu4Og could not 
be measured because of these impurity phases, but from fig.5.11 one would expect 
it to be about 28s. Therefore, for a delay o f  30s used to obtain the spectrum, the line 
for 3% Fe doped YBajC^Og is partially saturated. The peak at 80ppm may be due 
to some fraction of Y occupying the Ba site. 89Y MAS NMR shifts are plotted in 
fig.5.6 as a function of dopant concentration y for both substitutions. For Fe 
substitution the 89Y shift increases with substitution rate, becoming -42  ppm by 3%. 
For Zn, only very small shift changes observed. These changes in shift for Zn and 
Fe substituted YBa2Cu4Og are similar to those for Zn and Fe doped YBa2Cu30 7_g.
Table: 5.1. MAS line widths for Z n and Fe substituted YBa2(Cu1_yMy)4Og 
at room temperature.
Substitution MAS Width (Hz)
y For Zn For Fe
0.000 80 80
0.009 150 250
0.018 250 400
0.03 300 700
5 .31  Temperature Dependence.
In fig.5.7 89Y shift as a function of temperature is plotted for 
YBa2(Cu,_yZny)4Og with y-0,0.018 and 0 .03. For pure YBa2Cu4Og the temperature 
dependence of the shift is similar to that reported by Dupree et al and Carretta et
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Fig.5.6. Y shift ut room temperature versus dopant concentration y for
YBa2(CU|_yMy)40 8 with M*Fe and Zn.
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Fig-5.7. R9Y shift as a function of temperature for 1.8% and 3% Zn substituted 
YBa2(CU|_yZny)40 R and for pure YBaiC^Oj,. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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21(8.10) pQr three samples, pure YBa2Cu4Og and 1.8% and 3% Zn doped 
YBa2Cu40 8, the temperature dependence of the shift shows a similar behaviour 
increasing as the temperature decreases. However for below 200K there is a slight 
divergence of the shift for 3% Zn as seen from the plot. The temperature dependence 
of shift for 1.8% Zn and Fe substitution is shown in fig.5.8 together with the shift 
for undoped Y B a ^ ^ O ^  For both substitutions the shift has a similar temperature 
dependence similar to that in undoped YBa2Cu4Og with only slight deviations.
T he MAS width as a  function of temperature is shown in fig.5.9 for 1.8% Zn 
and Fe substitution together with that for undoped YBa2Cu4Og. The MAS width 
increases as the temperature decreases for all the samples. In fig.5.10 MAS width is 
plotted as a  function of 1/T for pure YBa2Cu4Og and 1.8% Zn doped YBa2Cu4Og. 
As seen from the figure, for both (pure YBa2Cu4Og and 1.8% Zn doped 
YBa2Cu4O g) the line width follows a Curie Weiss type temperature dependence. For 
1.8% Zn substitution a temperature independent contribution to the broadening is 
produced similar to that for Zn substituted Y B a^u-jO ^ These broadenings are 64 
Hz/% and 88 Hz/% in Zn doped YBa2Cu30 7 and YBa2Cu4Og, respectively. For Fe 
the variation of the line width with temperature does not obey the Curie-Weiss 
behaviour.
5.4. 89Y Spin Lattice Relaxation.
5.4.1. Results.
89Y spin lattice relaxation rates at room temperature for both Fe and Zn 
substitutions are shown in fig.5.11 as a function of dopant concentration y. The 
relaxation rates decreases with Fe substitution but increases for Zn giving a similar
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Fig-5.8. 89Y shift as a function of temperature for 1.8% Zn and Fe substituted
YBa^Cu|_yMy)40 8 and for pure YBajC^Oj,. The line is drawn to guide the eye.
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Fig.5.9. The 89Y MAS NMR line width as a function of temperature for 1 .H9c Zn 
and Fe substituted YBa2(Cu,_yMy)40 8 and for pure YBa2Cu40 8. The lines are drawn 
to guide the eye.
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5.11. 89Y T ,“ 1 at room temperature versus dopant concentration y for 
YBa2(Cu,_yMy)40 8 with M*Fe and Zn. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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behaviour to that for Fe and Zn substituted YBa2(CUj_xMx)30 7_5.
The relaxation data obtained for 1.8% Zn and Fe doped YBa2(Cu1_yMy)4Og 
together with undoped YBa2Cu4Og are shown in fig.5.12 as (TjT) versus T. Tj 
values for undoped YBa2Cu4Og at 150 and 380K were taken from reference 8.
5.4.2. Discussion.
For Zn, the increase in relaxation rate with only a small change in shift 
suggests that the source of this relaxation is not the changes in the density of states. 
This is similar to the behaviour for Zn and Ni substituted YBa2(Cu1_xMx)3 0 7_g in 
chapter 4.
Fig.5.13 shows relaxation rate, T j“ 1 plotted as a function of transition 
temperature Tc for Zn substitution in YBa2Cu4Og. It is clear that there is linear 
correlation between the reduction in Tc and the increase in relaxation rate. Assuming 
Zn substitutes on the plane sites, this suggest that the cause for the reduction in Tc 
with Zn substitution for Cu in YBa2Cu4Og is also magnetic as it was for Zn and Ni 
in YBajfCu x _xMx)30 7 _g.
Table: 5.2. K ^ T  versus dopant concentration for YBa2(Cu,_yFey)4Og at 
room temperature.
y Shift(ppm) K (ppm) T , (a) K*T,T
(ppm2s.K)
0.000 -50 -250 14±1 2.6±0.3
0.009 -47 -247 16±1 2.9±0.3
0.018 -45 -245 19±2 3.410.3
T(K)
Fig.S. 12. (T,T) as a function of temperature for 1.8% Zn and Fe substituted 
YBa2(Cu,_yMy)40 8 and for pure YBa2Cu40 8<8).
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In table 5.2 K ^ T  is given for Fe substituted Y B a ^ ^ O g . The behaviour is 
approximately Korringa like (K2TT1=constant).
In fig.5.14 K ^ jT  is plotted as a function of temperature for 1.8% Fe doped 
YBa2Cu4Og and for undoped YBa2Cti4Og*8). The plot shows that for 1.8% Fe doped 
YBa2Cu40 8 and for undoped YBa2Cu4Og K ^ T ^ o n s ta n t  is obeyed. For 89Y metal 
the Korringa constant is about 1.0* 108 ppm2s.K. It is noteworthy that the actual 
magnitude of Korringa constant increases with Fe substitution and Tc is reduced.
5.5. General Discussion of YBa2(Cu,_yMy)40 8 System.
XRD data have shown that the crystal structure remains orthorhombic for Zn 
substitution whereas Fe substitution causes changes in the lattice parameters towards 
becoming a tetragonal structure at about 5% substitution. This is consistent with 
earlier work(2J,7). For both Fe and Zn substitution a rapid decrease in Tc was 
observed. This is also in good agreement with earlier work(1-3\
We first discuss the NMR data for Zn substitution. Zn substitution cause very 
small changes in shift, but a dramatic increase in relaxation rate. This is not 
consistent with the Korringa relation and thus an indication for the existence of an 
additional source for the relaxation similar to that observed for Zn and Ni substituted 
YBa2Cu30 7_g. The correlation between the relaxation rate and Tc as presented in 
section 5.4.2 is evidence that the fluctuating magnetic fields with Zn substitution 
creating extra relaxation are the probable source for the rapid decrease in Tc. The 
effects on the shift and relaxation rates with Zn substitution in YBa2Cu4Og are 
similar to those for Zn substitution in YBa2Cu30 7_8 strongly suggesting that Zn 
substitutes onto the Cu(2) site. The suppression of Tc with Zn substitution has been
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Fig.5.14. K2T,T as a function of temperature for 1.8% Fe substituted
YBa:(Cu,_yMy)40 8 and for pure YBa2Cu40 8l8).
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discussed by Miyatake et al(3) who have suggested that the destruction of the local 
antiferromagnetic correlations is the mechanism responsible for the rapid decrease 
in Tc. The fluctuating magnetic fields created by Zn doping as suggested by Warren 
et al(11* and discussed in section 4.9 for Zn doped Y B a ^ t t jO ^  might be the 
source for the destruction of the local antiferromagnetic correlations. Therefore the 
conclusion of Miyateka et al. agrees with what has been suggested from our 89Y 
data. The temperature dependence of the 89Y shift for Zn doped YBa2Cu40 8 is 
similar to that for pure YBa2Cu4Og as was found for Zn doped YBa2Cu30 7_g i.e. 
consistent with substitution in the plane site and no change in N(EF).
89Y shift and relaxation rate behaviour at room temperature for Fe substituted 
YBa2Cu4Og is similar to that for chain site substituted YBa2Cu30 7_5 although there 
is a slight deviation from the Korringa relation. This could be taken to suggest that 
Fe mostly occupies the C u (l)  site. On the other hand (remembering that the 
temperature dependence of the shift for plane site substituted YBa2Cu30 7_g is 
similar to that for undoped YBa2Cu30 7_g (chapter 4)) for 1.8% Fe doped 
YBa2Cu4Og the temperature dependence of shift is similar to that for undoped 
YBa2Cu4Og consistent with Fe mainly occupying the plane site. From a 57Fe 
Mossbauer study of 2.5% Fe substituted YBa2Cu4Og, Felner et al(,) have observed 
that one quadrupole doublet is present at 90K. They have attributed this doublet to 
iron ions which replace copper in the Cu(l) site. However, it was claimed by 
Boolchand et al(5) that Fe appears to occupy the Cu(2) site. In their study Boolchand 
et al have analyzed Mossbauer spectra line shapes in terms of two majority (from 
the plane site) and two minority (from the chain site) quadrupole doublets. These 
contradictory results might be because of an unstable structure in Fe substituted
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YBajCi^Og as reported elsewhere(7). Also the 89Y MAS widths of Fe substituted 
YBa2Cu4Og are broader than those of Zn substituted YBa2Cu4Og (table 5.1) 
suggesting that the structure in Fe substituted YBa2Cu4Og is much more disordered 
than that in Zn doped material. Although our 89Y NMR results suggest that Fe might 
substitute on both C u(l) and Cu(2), sites because o f these complications discussed 
above we can not make a conclusion on the site occupancy of Fe. It also seems 
likely that some part o f the reduction in Tc is due to the change in N(EF) with Fe 
substitution.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions.
6.1. Comparison of These Two Systems.
It was found (in chapters 4 and 5) that the decreases in Tc with Fe and Zn 
substitution for Cu in YBajC^Og are much faster than those observed for Fe and 
Zn substitution for Cu in YBa2Cu30 7_g. For example the reduction rates in Tc for 
Zn substituted YBa2Cu30 7.5 and YBa2Cu4Og are 7K/% and 20K/%, respectively 
(table: 6.1). The reduction rates in shift with Fe substitution for Cu in YBa2Cu30 7_g 
and YBa2Cu40 8 are 3.0 and 2.7 ppm/%, respectively. But the reduction rates in Tc 
are very different (see table 6.2).
Table: 6.1 The changes in relaxation rate and Tc with Zn substitution for Cu 
in YBa2Cu30 7_g and YBa2Cu4Og.
Substitution
d T ,- ‘/dc 
( r ‘/%) xlO“ 3
dTj/dc
(K/%)
Zn in YBa2Cu30 7_g 11.0011 7.011
Zn in YBa2Cu4Og 9.5011 20.012
Table: 6.2 The changes in shift and Tc with Fe substitution for Cu in 
YBa2Cu30 7_g and YBa2Cu4Og.
dK/dc dTp/dc
Substitution (ppm/%) (iw%)
Fe in YBa2Cu30 7_g 3.010.5 4.010.5
Fe in YBa2Cu4Og 2.710.5 20.012
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It is generally agreed and found in this work that Zn substitutes on the plane 
site in YBa2Cu4Og. We have claimed (chapters 4  and 5) that the cause of the 
reduction in Tc for plane site substitution is magnetic in origin. As shown in table
6.1, dTj_1/dc values are nearly the same for both Zn substituted Y B a ^ u ^ . g  and 
YBa2Cu40 8. Assuming the same cause for the depression in Tc for both Zn 
substituted YBa2Cu30 7_8 and YBa2Cu40 8, one would therefore expect the reduction 
rates in Tc also to be the same, but they are different This (together with the 
comparison between the reduction rates in shift and the decreases in Tc for Fe 
substitution e.g. table 6.2) might be because for some reason Tc in Y B a ^ ^ O g  is 
much more sensitive to magnetic effects than that in YBa2Cu30 7_g.
6.2. General Conclusions.
6.2.1 YBa2(Cu,_xMx)30 7_s System.
The NMR behaviour of 89Y upon substitution for copper in YBa2Cu30 7 is 
very different for the substitutions which go on the chain site and change the 
structure to tetragonal (Al,Co,Fe,Ga) than for the other substitutions. 89Y NMR data 
by means of the change in chemical shift for Al, Co, Ga and Fe substitutions have 
provided evidence for the existence of a true O -T  transition. For the chain site 
substitutions the room temperature Knight shift increases linearly with substitution, 
the relaxation rate decreases, and the shifts become more positive with decreasing 
temperature. All the changes are consistent with a reduction in N(EF) and the shift 
variation at room temperature and the reduction in Tc seem to be well correlated 
suggesting that the reduction in Tc for these substitutions is also related to a 
reduction in N(EF). The temperature dependence o f the shifts is similar for samples
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with the similar Tcs emphasising the correlation between Tc and the susceptibility 
as evidenced in the 89Y NMR shift For the plane site substitutions (Ni,Zn) only 
small changes in shift are observed but the relaxation rate increases markedly. The 
increased relaxation suggests that some form of magnetic scattering, which is largest 
for Zn, is present and this combined with the small change in shift and the 
correlation between the reduction in Tc and the change in relaxation rate imply that 
some form of magnetic effect is most likely to be responsible for the decrease of Tc 
with the plane site substitutions (Zn and Ni) into Y l^ C ^ O y . The behaviour of both 
the 51V NMR and the temperature dependence of the 89Y shift in the vanadium 
doped sample suggest that at low concentrations vanadium reduces the hole 
concentration and substitutes on the chain sites.
The temperature dependence of 89Y shift for Fe, Co, Al, Ga and V substituted 
YBajCujO-y is similar to that for oxygen depleted YBa2Cu30 7(,,2) and supports the 
idea that Fe, Co, Al, Ga and V substitute on the chain site with a small portion of 
Fe going into the Cu(2) site.
6.2.2. YBa2(CU|_yMy)4Og System.
The effect of substitution for Cu in YBa2Cu4Og upon 89Y NMR at room 
temperature is different for Zn substitution than for Fe substitution. For Fe 
substitution, the room temperature shift increases by a roughly similar amount to that 
for Fe substituted YBa2Cu30 7  and the relaxation rate decreases giving a nearly 
Korringa like behaviour. For Zn substitution, there are only small changes in shift 
but an increase in relaxation rate is observed as dopant concentration increases. This 
is not consistent with the Korringa relation. Therefore in similar fashion to the plane
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site substituted YBt^C^O-y case there must be some fluctuating magnetic fields 
producing extra relaxation with Zn substitution. The correlation between Tj-1 and 
Tc with Zn substitution indicates that these fluctuating magnetic fields are 
responsible for the reduction in Tc.
NMR data for Zn substituted YBajC^O g combined with that for the Zn 
substituted YBa2Cu30 7  system have provided the evidence that Zn occupies the 
Cu(2) site in YBajC^Og. For Fe, the shift and relaxation at room temperature is 
consistent with substitution in the C u(l) site. However the temperature dependence 
of the shift similar to that for undoped YBajC^O g and the rapid decrease in Tc 
imply that Fe substitutes on the Cu(2) site. Therefore, it is likely that Fe substitutes 
on both Cu(l) and Cu(2) sites.
6.3. Suggestions for Further Work.
In this thesis,89Y NMR study of substitution effects for Cu in Y B ajC ^O -j.j 
and YBa2Cu4Og superconductors have been investigated. For substituted 
YBa2Cu30 7_8 89Y shift behaviour and also some relaxation data for a variety of 
substitutions (Fe, V, Co, Ni, Zn, A1 and Ga) have been provided in the normal state. 
In the case of YBa2Cu4Og 89Y data in the normal state for Zn and Fe substitution 
have been obtained.
Further 89Y NMR study of substitution for Cu in YBa2Cu4Og with some 
other substituent (e.g. V, Co, Ni, Al, Ga) is of particular interest regarding the entire 
combination of 89Y data of substituted YBa2Cu40 8 with that of substituted 
YBa2Cu30 7_8. This further investigation might give some fruitful results to clarify 
the mechanism responsible for the rapid decrease in Tc with Cu site substitution in
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YBa2Cu4Og. Also 51V and 27A1 NMR in V and A1 substituted YBa2Cu4Og samples 
can be investigated. It seems that KTjTaconstant behaviour is obeyed more closely 
than Korringa behaviour for some substituted Y B ajC ^O ^g  (chapter 4). The same 
behaviour was also obtained for 170 (3) and 89Y(2) in Y B a ^ u ^ .g .  Therefore an 
understanding of this behaviour is of importance and further 89Y relaxation time 
measurements of substituted Y B a ^ u ^ . g  and YBa2Cu4Og for a wider range of 
temperature might provide useful information regarding this behaviour.
Some work on 63Cu NMR in substituted YBa2Cu30 7_g(e g-4-6) has been done 
and promising results have been obtained. Therefore, further 63Cu NMR studies of 
these substituted YBa2Cu30 7_g and YBa2Cu4Og systems are required.
l70  has proved to be a useful probe in the study of high Tc 
superconductors(e g,7-9). However, to date, there has not been any I70  NMR study 
of Cu site substituted YBa2Cu30 7_6 and YBa2Cu40 8. Thus, ,70  NMR might well 
be applied to the Cu site substituted YBa2Cu3Q7_g and YBa2Cu4Q8 superconductors.
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